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King Fund Movie
All proceeds trout tonight’s rrida
Flick will go into the Martin Luther
King Jr. %le ))))) rial Fund, a spokesman for .%lpha Phi Omega, sponsor log frateriiit an iiiiii 10,11 .%esterda!,.
"Wait Until Dark," a suspense film
starring .%uilre
Hepburn, is this
week’s film. It will sl
:it
atul
10 p.m. in %f orris Dade) Auditorium.
Admission is
rents.

Women’s Tennis
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Front
LiiK1111ion
Women’s
The
(WLF) took a step toward its gial
yesterday, by holding a clay-long symposium.
Held in the Loma Prieta room of the
College Union, topics of discussion
ranged from legalizing abortions to a
textbook view of women.
The morning program centered on
speeches by members of the %VLF.
Sheri Jensen spoke on "Alairtion: Denial of Rights." She advocates using
abortion as a means of birth control
rather than using a diaphragm or the
pill.
Miss Jensen is against use of the pill
because "the safety factors involved are
too risky. The pill death rate is three
out of every 100,00i

By DART PIERCE
Daily Political Writer
When Gov. Ronald Reagan arrives to
dedicate the new San Jose Police Administration Building at 3 p.m. today
he will be greeted by picketing SJS
students.
The Radical Act ion Movement
IRAM I has called for a 1:30 p.m. rally
at St. James Park, First and St. James
streets, to be followed at 2 p.m. by a
march to the police building, located at
201 W. Mission St.
The protesting students are expected
to hold another short rally in front of
the building, and then begin picketing.

Engineering
Group Tables
Tenure Move
photc by Chuck Shawver

RALLY AGAINST REAGAN
Mike Torrence, BSU Minister of Defense, calls for students
to picket during Gov. Ronald Reagan s visit to San Jose today.

The Faculty Student Affairs Committee of the School of Engineering
passed a resolution yesterday to table

"Next year" seems a long way off,
but it’s as close as Monday for students who will need financial aid during the ’70-71 school year.
Last year the SJS Financial Aids
Office dispersed $5.798,784 to approximately 4.000 students, according to
James W. Schell, financial aids counselor.
All first time applicants and students
wishing to renew aid packages must
apply in the Financial Aids Office,
Adm. 234, by Monday. Those who do
not, cannot be assured first considerat ion.
Scheel said that the March deadline
insures initial consideration for aid and
gives the department time to interview students, recommend aid packages for them and notify applicants
before "everytine leaves for summer
vacation."
Financial aid is available in the form
of loans, scholarships, grants and the
college work study program. Funds are
sometimes drawn from several sources
and accumulated in an aid package.
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tion or tenure of faculty until Chan-

All Student Convocation
To Discuss Ruthezford
A campus-wide student convocation
will be conducted Tuesday to inform
students about the Eldred Rutherford
issue, announced A.S. Personnel Selection Officer Randy Kern at a student
meeting yesterday in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Tuesday’s convocation will be held
from 12:30 through 3:30 in the Loma
Prieta room of the College Union. Dr.
David Mage and Dr. Eldred Rutherford are invited to speak at the gathering. According to Kern, some California
state legislators may also speak at the
convocation.
Monday at 3 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium a meeting will be held for
students interested in organizing the
convo(’a t ion.
A hearing concerning proceedings
against Mage, president of the SJS
American
Federation
of Teachers
(AFT), is scheduled from 9 a.m.
through 5 fun. Monday in the Umhunum room of the College Union. Kern
also announced. The hearing is open
to the student body, he stated.

Kern reem;41:..iz.si that the student
movement or Rutherford and the issues of Rutherford’s firing should continue as a "low key" drive. He informed students that "things are hot"
at other California state college campuses, (specificially San Fernando Valley, San Diego, Long Beach and Fresno) where instructors have been fired.
Kern said in an interview, "My biggest concern in mobilizing students and
faculty at S.IS is tha4 many people
have confused a personality’ isstte with
the important principle of local campus
autonomy and due process." He said
Dumke’s action "touches every student
and faculty member on this campus."
Kern continued by saying "Rutherford was fired by Dumke after having
been approved by departmental and
sehool communities and finally approved for retention by President
Burns."
Kern urged all students at the meeting yesterday to sign up at the A.S.
office of the College Union or see him
if the wanted to work in the Rutherford campaign.

Two loin programs ..t; available, to
all students regardless of curriculum.
There are also specialized loan programs for law enforcement and nursing students. according to Scheel.
National Defense Student Loins involve federal funds while federally insured loans use private capital. Both
are long term loins, deferring most
payment until after the student has
completed his education.
"Students apply directly to the Financial Aids Office for National Defense Loans." said Scheel. Students
deal with commercial banks and savings and Man associations through the
Mee for federally insured loans.
THREE DIFFERENCES
"There are three principle differences bet Wet’ll the two programs." explained Scheel. Interest on federally
insured loans is higher, with veiling of
seven percent, than defense limn inIta.est rates of three per cent.
The defense. loan provides for varying degrees of cancellation. particularly if the student eventually’ teaches in
a low income poverty area.
"Federally insured loans do not." said

"T.) get a defense loan a student
must also prove, need. This is not necessary for to federally insured loan,"
Scheel added.
Scheel explained that the primary
difference between grants and scholarships is semantie.
Various scholarships are available,
"tatmana from $50 to $750 hut averlazing $140" aceording to the depart"Scholarships
are
bulletin.
ment’s
:imitated etimpetitively on the basis of
academic ;oh ievement as well as finaneial need."
Students apply for aid. and then the
depart me nt ’it her makes the selection
or submits to list of qualified candidates
1):111r11 on SJS academic records to the
organization donating the scholarship,
Seheel.
aceordint,
Opportunity
E.hicational
Feder..l
;1. it.,
ilable to undergraduates
-an exceptional financial
a ha
need,’"I’hese grants must be matched
with equal amounts from; an institut tonal program such as scholarship
loans or work study.
There 010 also nursing scholarships
and law enforcement grants. Information on other specialized scholarships
within a del,:irtmental aroa may lx,

A RAM spokesman said yesterday that
picketing would continue until the
governor leaves the dedication.
If things go as planned, the picketing
should already be in progress when
Gov. Reagan arrives from an afternoon
press conference.
RAM, the Students for a Democratic
Society ISDSI, the Black Students
Union (HSU), and several other groups,
will be participating in the demonstration.
RAM sponsored an afternoon rally
yesterday on Seventh Street in an
attempt to gain support for today’s

actions.
Four speakers addressed an audience
which fluctuated from about 100 persons at 1:30 p.m. to less than 50 when
the rally concluded. RAM spokesmen
blamed the relatively small crowd on
problems with getting loud speaker
equipment. The problem forced rescheduling of the rally from 12:30 p.m.
to 1:30 p.m.
The speakers were: Mike Torrence,
BSU minister of defense; Danny ONeal,
RAM: Chris Minchine, RAM; and
Lance Johnson, SDS.
Mike Torrence was the main speaker.
He began: "Everybody seems to talk
about Reagan just like they talk about
the weather, but nobody seems to want
to do anything about it."
ROLES

any consideration of promotion, retencellor Glenn S. Dumke’s decision regarding the firing of Dr. Eldred E.
Rutherford is resolved, at which time
the committee will decide whether its
actions are meaningful.
According to Dr. David Mage, president of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT), a recommendation
was made to the committee by the
dean it month ago to review the rules
of promotion, tenure and retention.
The reviewing has been in the process
since that time.
Dr. Mage added that there is no
sense in modifying these procedures
now. "Anything we could do or recommend would be meaningless." he said.
The engineering committee doesn’t
want to exercise in futuility, Mage
asserted. Dr. Dumke has asserted the
authority to make decisions.
After the Chancellor’s decision is
resolved, the committee will take action insisting that no political consideration be given to determining a faculty
member’s tenure, according to Dr.
Mage.
Dr. Mage will make his second appearancr before the Disciplinary Action
Committee, Monday from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. in the Umhunum Room on the
third level of the College Union. The
hearing, which is to review Mage’s
strike related activities of last year,
is open to the college community.

Student Financial Aids Deadline Monday
By ELLEN BEVIER
Daily Investigative Reporter
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Gov. Reagan To Face Pickets
At Police Building Dedication

CUPB Head
Says Budget
Deficit Likely

WIT Symposium
Examines Issues

teani
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alICILAEL CONLEY
Daily staff Writer
The Cant, Union Program Board
(CUPBt will finish the year with a
deficit of $2,650 if all programs planned
for the remainder of the year are
carried out according to Mary Hudzikiewiez, program board director.
This figure is based on a comparison
of the money currently in the budget,
$1350; projected expenses, $8.406; and
anticipated income, $4,006. The latter
figure includes admissions and transfers.
Of 12 line items under the CUPB
(wages and salaries, films, ele.l, eight
will show a loss for the year, one will
show a gain and three will break even.
Mrs. Hudzikiewicz listed two reasons
for the expected loss. One is the lack
of attendance at events sponsored by
the CUPB. "Some of the programs,"
she said, "haven’t attracted the amount
of people we anticipated." Hence, a
loss of expected income.
A bigger reason concerns the policy
of last year’s administration in planning the entertainment which came to
SJS early this year. It was the administration’s idea to bring such artists
as Nina Simone, Buddy Guy and Cold
Blood to the campus with no admission
charge.
The total cost to the CUPB for
these three shows was $6,500, and because of the no admission charge
policy, none of the money was regained
at the gate,
"This placed us in a hole we have
been trying to get out of all year,"
Mrs. Hudzikiewicz pointed out, "but
it doesn’t look as if we’re going to
make it." She added that the estimated
deficit doesn’t reflect on present A.S.
officers or CUPB members.

The

obtained from individual departments,
according to Scheel.
Scheel said that more students apply
for financial aid than what’s available,
particularly for national defense loans.
After applying for aid, the department analyzes the student’s need. This
involves projecting an expected parental contribution, what the student can
earn and working on the difference,
according to Scheel.
WORK STUDY PROGRAM
The College Work Study program,
another source of financial aid to the
student, is handled by the department.
A federal program. the student is paid
the bulk of his salary by the government. Students can work both on campus and for off-campus non-profit organizations.
Students can also apply for short
term emergency loans, derived from
funds made available to the college
from gifts.
The college expects repayment within a short time. A one percent OrViee
charge, is made at the time of the loan
and after 30 days a three percent interest rate is charged per year. Short
term loans require a definite source
of repayment.

He accused Reagan of hiding from
the real issues of the state: "He tries
to continue playing the roles that
Hollywood gave him. We have to let
Reagan know that this is not a movie."
He accused Gov. Reagan of siding
with big business: "He has shown
clearly that when it comes to the
people’s rights, he clearly aligns himself with the dollar sign. In California,
property values are much more important than people’s lives."

Bringing in the subject of the Police
Building dedication, Torrence said,
’They can’t feed poor Blacks and
Chicanos, or even Whites, but they can
allocate millions of dollars to build
basic
a
is
This
buildings.
’pig’
contradiction."
Ile accused the audience of being
"accessories" to Gov. Reagan: "When
you sit back silently you are endorsing
him. He uses you to undersign all of
his murderous deeds. When it’s all over,
you will be guilty too."
MOVED ON
Torrence closed. "We shall have our
manhood or the earth shall be leveled
by our attempts to gain it. If you
don’t move you’re going to get moved
on. If Reagan doesn’t move on then
the people will he killed."
Danny O’Neill then spoke briefly.
He outlined the plan for today’s demonstration and urged the students to participate.
Chris Minchine talked about the Dr.
Eldred Rutherford firing: "The issues
aren’t campus autonomy and academic
due process as the administrators would
like you to believe. There is no such
thing as campus autonomy and academic due process."
He claimed that Acting President
Burns would think nothing of firing
someone without due process if campus autonomy existed.
Lance Johnson concluded the rally.
He said, "Essentially’ it’s our analysis
that the people who run the country,
the big business men, control both the
liberals and the conservatives." lie said
that because of this, there is little
difference between Gov. Reagan and the
more liberal Assemblyman Jess Unruh.
He closed, "The primary function of
the police is to protect the bosses’ interests from the people. Anything that
is neces.sary is done to maintain and
maximize the bosses’ profits."

Roche Calls ’Catalog’
Device for Consumer
Need a foain rubber swinal for taking out aggressions? Or how about a
soil testing kit, monometallic toilet,
computer, scientific toys, or all sorts
of pills?
These and "much, much more" can
be found in Stuart Brand’s "The Whole
Earth’s Catalog," according to Dr.
John Roehe in Wednesday’s Book Talk
in the College Union’s Umunhum Room.
Dr. Roche, of New College. described
Brand’s book as "a sort of consumer
report." The book functions as an evaluation and access device. With it, the
user should know bettor what is worth
getting and where and how to do the
getting.
PURPOSE
Brand’s purpose in "The Whole
Earth’s Catalog" is to offer access to
the tools of a new culture
the young
culture that seeks to conduct its own
education, find its own inspiration, and
sNitie its own environment said Dr.
Roche.
The 128-page book, with print like
that of 1899. consists of book reviews,
with excerpts aml pictures from books.
and commentaries with very earthy
language. "Ilme. to Live on Nothing"
and "Kaiser Aluminum News" tire only
two of the articles that "blow your
mind." said Dr. Roche.
Although Brand attempts to classify
the "tools" by subject, "don’t believe
it." warned Dr. Roche. "The matter
doesn’t always fit the heading."
With his British accent, Dr. Roche
characterized 30-year-old Brand as
"quite a lad." Brand saw the whole
earth as one unit and decided on a
catalog displaying world goods.
BRAND’S STORE
has a store in Santa Cruz that
sells many of the items described in
the catalog. On his visit to the store.
Dr. Roche was impressed by the large
number of elderly customers The store
is filled with all sorts of things said
Dr. Roche is he told how he get stnek
Brand

in the middle iif 7011 science experiments with jam jars.
Dr. Roche, who obviously got a big
kick out of the book said he doesn’t
believe the catalog covers all aspects of
the "new culture." There is nothing on
violence, political action, or the drug
scene, he said.
"The book has a gentle yet rugged
individualistic approach. The ’Catalog,’
supporting a redirection of society and
its values, is a search for Utopia which
is itself an American tradition," concluded Dr. Roche.

Grape Boycotter
Rally at Lucky’s
A minima; walk in the sun from the
Guadalupe Church to Lucky’s Sillier
Market on Story Road is planned for
this Saturday’ by those who boycott
grapes.

Ernest Abeyant. candidate for 25th
Assembly’ District, various speakers
from Delano, and two men from the
United Auto Workers will speak at
:Lim at the Guadalupe Church, 2020
E. San Antonio, and the march will
commenix. at 11.
Strike leaders expeet the turnout to
boosted by a number of Ford and
GM workers, whose union (UAW) has
come out in support of the boycott.
Originally the strike was scheduled
for P.W. Market on Alum Rork
Avenue. "however, the store’s manager
snatched tlw, grapes off at the last
minute," according to strike leaders.
"We still plan to march by his store
just the same." reminded Mrs. Elizabeth Rodrigueiz, boycott coordinator,
"and remind him not to put them Nick
on."
The Teatro Urbano will provide skits
and music at the rally, on the march,
and at I4teky’s.
he
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Editorial

against AFT professor Eldred Rutherford threatens
to iiiake a mock.ry of a tenure system that already borders on the absurd.
Tenure i-. es-roll:illy. a lifetime contract. Once a professor receives it. it is
difficult to remose him.
’Hie three criteria for granting tenure are: 1) effectiseness of academic assign- and activities.
ment. 21 scholarly arltieseotents. and 3) profess al contribut
For prole-sor to lie stripped of tenure. charges must be brought before a state
disciplinars committee. Any college committee can only recommend action to the
college pcc-ident. or to the state.
t Hauge- most stem from I/Ile of the three criteria. or "moral turpitude.thcory. tenure ilesigned to protect the avademic freedom of professors with
unpopular cons joint’. It i- not designed to protect the incompetent and the in ti I..
I ii F, rtunately. the reverse is too often true.
There are incompetent professors on this campus. There are racist professors
on this campus. But they are firmly entrendied behind their tenure, and it is
alI hot impossible to prose their incompetence before a disciplinary committee.
lostead. I/r. Rutherford is being "purged- and three other professors (David
Mage. j air np, 01:1111nor, and Fred Spratt ) threatened for political reasons. The
Chancellor. with the coon is ance of some faculty on campus. has initiated action
again,t tho-e whom tenure is specifically designed to protect.
If the Chancellor’s actions stand: if Rutherford. Mage, O’Connor and Spratt
caii he discriminated against. tenure will be a hollow fortress, protecting only the
incompetent.

Sacramento to San Jose
Hi Irmo the editor’s desk.
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r that former president
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’Welcome, .$1r. Reagan!’
Editor:
AS all SJS students know. our groovy gov
is in town today. So far nothing has been
said about the grand welcome Mr. Reagan
deserves. After all. he has been so good to us
all. What other governor can play such outstanding political games with education? I ESpecially on the "or election year.") Who else
would do such a magnificent ;job of cutting
EOP money? illotta keep them damn greasers
and nigger:: otta college. eh Ronnie Baby?)
Who else has the greatest collection of puppets? (For firing those excellent but politically
different profs, etc.) Oh. Ronnie, if they
only handed out Academy awards for exploitation! But we musn’t forget the benevolent
side of Mn, Reagan. Who else would be so nice
as to make a certain staunch critic of the news
media sound like an intellectual; and without
even trying, too!
I’m sure we’ll all be out there today "demonstrating" our love to Mr. Reagan.
Art t’aratottjai
A00,189

Pigs. Fuzz, Cops, Etc.
Editor:
Those who rernemIvr the childhood chant:
"Sticks and stones can hurt my bones. hut
names will never hurt me!" will be surprised
to read your front page report that the egos
of grown-up policemen need the protection
of a law that will make it a crime to say
anything in the presence of a policeman which
he feels is insulting or makes him uncomfortable. Perhaps the legislature- could help the
policemen more by cleaning up the law hooks
to tliminate many petty regulations and unneeessarily irritating laws that prevent the
pollee from governing with the consent of the
governed. Just remember as you are =red
and clubbed, keep your language mild manand meek.
nered
,
R. S. Mitchell

Open sores bleed regularly in the oppressed of America. Tittle and money are
here first. The 1..S. cannot help
helping ourselses
country wit!
ittzittber
i

I
This nias be cruel to Laos anel its
I’hottnia, Ina there are
Prince SOUVi
cruelties in Amerie.a. too.
The question is 011e of priorities. The
U.S. must get itself out of its hole, not
dig another one in which to bury itself.
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of a semester, which would have been
before
ideal timing for a strike
people tire committed into their classes,
and develop relationships with teachers.
I think timing was the major reason - not an opposition to what it was we
stood for. Rarely did I hear, except
from some very conservative faculty
members who just oppose the whole
idea of striking, opposition to the demands we had.

Daily: What is the reason for this?
Rutherford: Well, just let me speculate on it. Somebody’s got to ask Chancellor Dumke and get him to give a
reason as to why they took this action
against me and why he fired me. He
has never given reason for either of
these two things. So we are left with
speculation. One fact is that of course
I was a very vocal strike leader. But
then that was true of other people. I
think there is perhaps a collection of
factors involved here. The fact that
I was indeed a strike leader and the
fact that I have very strong credentials - rather authentic credentials I
believe, with a large number of people
, specifically the
in the community
east side Chicano community. I’m very
active out there - being very active,
leading delegations in to talk to superintendants and principals about their
use of tracking, categorizing Chicano
kids into mentally retarded classes, and
so forth. I’ve managed to step on some
toes out there and I think some of that
has gone back perhaps through Rafferty.
I think also the fact that prior to
the strike I repeatedly made public
statements rather directly attacking
the Board of Trustees for the manner
in which its members were representing the college before the legislature.
I had a very heated exchange at one
point with Chancellor Dumke.
Finally I think a major factor here
is the fact that on this campus we have
a small, but very well organized group
of extremely conservative faculty members; and I have been the focus of
much of their activity. I point for example to an article that Dr. John Gilbaugh wrote which appeared around
Dec. ’22. He has a syndicated column.
Ile wrote an article, and I was the
focus of the whole thing; the title of
which was "Radicalism: The Road to
the Top," and he was pointing out
that I had just been given this top
recommendation for promotion to full
professor. He then made the inference
that the reason I was given this top
recommendation was ixecause of my
radicalism. So I’ve been the focus of
this type of activity. But. as I say,
this is just speculation. Somebody has
to ask Dumke.
Chancellor
to
According
Dully:
Dumke, in his letter to Academic Court ell, the primary responsibility of a professor is to his students. With this in
mind. how do you justify the strike?

DR. ELDRED E. RUTHERFORD
.

!state at

Would sperc!. for himself at any deliberations

Rutherford has been fired for his strike activities. Dr. Spratt and Dr. O’Ccm
nor, along with AFT President David Mage, are facing disciplinary actiot

RUTHERFORD: "I don’t think that in any sense that the strike fizzled."
Pictured above (from left to right), Dr. Fred Sprat+, Dr. James O’Conor and
Dr. Rutherford lead a march during the 37 -day AFT strike last year. Dr.

Daily: Why do you contend you were
singled out by the Chancellor?
Rutherford: Very simply I would
eontend that on the grounds that I
was the only person of the 390 strikers
at San Francisco and San Jose Statethe only one out of 340 such people
who had a special hearing held at the
insistence of Chancellor Dumke’s attorneys. And I was the only person
challenged for reinstatement by the
chancellor’s office. So I use the term
singled out really just to describe an
objective fact.
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Rutherford: Well, first of till, let me
say that I agree with Chancellor
Dumke. I think the primary responsibility of teachers ancl students together is to the learning process which is
for students in the finest sense of the
term. I agree completely with that. and
I look upon my behavior as a stiike
leader; my long identification with the
labor miwement; uith everything I’m
doing on this campus and have done:
I look at that in terms of trying to
better conditions for education, and for
the student.
Obviously, a strike has short-term
1I5ISO1111.‘111.1S in the lies of students.
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Free Trip
Plastic Fantastic
To L.A.
SJS Waitresses
For Blood
Hs cif vIes StseeD0N.O.D
Sp.iet il to the M40
Treat
"I’ll have the

cocktail; cottage ehev,e .srai fruit
salad: vegetable soup: turkey
dinner with a side order of haul
boiled eggs; coffee, extra lieht
Atinatsellos
and
with rover;
Rocky Road for ties:c.i.f..’
This statement could has,
been made at New York’s Waldorf Ast iria, souithesn Calidilflat sih’s
BMA n Deriv
Ilia’s
South Shots. Room in NeAdda or
San Francisco’s Shea mon-Palace.
hut it was nit.
This was part of a csaverssiticn
between two coeds at S
It (lid nut take place in a
lavishly design:el. eansile-lit. highpriced establishment.
The conversation took place in
an eight -toot by 32 -foot hall hi I den in it first Boor "side pocloaof the L’olleee Union
The only waitresses present
were the pr rine! ttl
teehnoloey. Nine nesehines, mahogany colored, stand side by aisle
to give the customer what hi.
wants quiekly.
These vensliny is...el:lees silo!’

won ills. others in the College
l’mon siva, k liar. make available
es Spartans 111.111leentei types tit’
ice cream. hot and cold drinks.
soup and
fresh foss’,

Kmasine in [Mod those students
sin a diet these. "gmalie dispensisis -ealoried Yogurt.
ers- sste
Set vieine thess. College Unian
sli,t
’yummy
s’’ is Harry
Felse, senior business adminimajor.
Working
stration
isirt
tam. tor Canteen Coeisoration.
flimsy tills the milk and ice
eressin ms’s Mims daily. The cafeteria keeps the sandwich machine.-isis ked.
Its’ i.iitten lereed to clean the
machine daily beeause of vandal hem. Barry says. "People kick
the 9n:whines, throw hot and cold
drinks at them, iind jam them
is ills
Alast’d
pennies and gum
55
"Students are paying for the
us ms
They should treat
shorn with iii eiter respect. 51,ist
students treat them all right It’s
itist a few that gel mad and take.
it salt on the machines, Students
should remember that machines
isren’t human."

If Los Angeles sir San Diego
is .our home, and you’re planning
to go there for Easter break,
you may be able to go free if you
give blood at the Air Force ROTC
Blood Drive,
Airlines
Southwest
Paeific
IPSAi has decided that it should
make a eontribution to the Air
nave 13losId Drive.
PSA esin’t donate blood but it
has donated a free round trip
ticket to either Los Angeles or
San Diego, with the person deciding where he would like to go.
The free round trip pass was
given to the AFROTC yesterday.
the first day sit the blood drive,
by PSA Sales Representative’
John T. Nicholson, an SJS student.
The pass will be awarded in the
Union Wednesday.
All donors who have given or
will dive blood during the drive
will
eligible. Blood may be
given in the College Union, between the hours of 8;30 a.m. and
Ip.m,

Young Assistant to Dean Believes
Being Young Not Always Advantage
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11uShane is
hi, job. He
crac fleeter.
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sind a
t,ii Ho same
y dial biology.

s
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he worked
.it the
sis is ts.n. lie also
the Oregon
1,1 Higher Ecluses-
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hi hi, position at SJS.
ll:ow works closely with two
I, r. t groups
the Associated
i,. tits IA.S.1 Judiciary and
t hs. I raternit ies.
liiiat-

INHERITS .108
is
...mit, to work on
I, slo, mh. r
the job
dis 1,, sal
Referral
I ..sis di is ha with At.
s
. ,t
o
Heller in
.111.
asisl
gating cornti

plattlls for %/Inkltions of college
rules.
DuShane dklikes working
against the students. "The discipline part is the job I like the
least," he asserted. "It’s hard
to wear swo hat.
trying to
help individuals and at the same
time bringing evidence against
them."

eFICSTEKNITA DEAN"
Each campus mound the country has what is known as the
"fraternity dean," he explained.
DuShane has also taken on this
job. He works with fraternities
on problems ranging from scholastic tu disciplinary.
Fraternities, he claims, are becoming more actively involved in
community and college affairs.
"If fraternities don’t stop being
social organizations, they will be
forced to close," DuShans. added.
"There may not be as many fraternities in the future but there
definitely will still he fraternities."
Don DuShane is young, engergetic and more than willing to
help students. But he is not too
young to have the logic and maturity to make responsible decisions.

Ridder Hits Gary Race Problems
BoOliAlILD
stall Writer
"The
ray reality of life in
Gary. Ind., is the Black -While
issue," Walter Bidder, Washington corresponslent and
of the Gary Post Ttilains. told a
small gathering of iournalkm
students Menday in sin informal
question -answer pet /Ott
Bidder. Mai keynoted the /Annual Deadline. Dinner of Sigma
Delta Chi last night, descriheit
Gary’s racial sito..ition as sins. of
the worst in the nation. "I went
to Gary as a publisher three
years ago. and the racial problem
is worse today than it AVt15. ths.n.
Black
In the sawdust arena
lower class and Whits. Issuer
people don’t reiilize the
class
hate that exists."
Its

An editorial, no matter how
eloquent, has no influence, he
said.
EDUCATE WHITES
"If I could just educate the
Whites, I think we would 11/IVe Sm
hel lava lot les trouble." he said.
Does he think Nixon is heading for the same eeedittill/y L;111
over his MnAelllenl,
1./Ittt. 111,1/

plagued Johns sin during his administration.
"To this," Ridder responded,
"I’ve known Nixon personally
Sin/te 11140, and I’ve’ always experit.nced a credibility gap . . .
ledIi si-Sm.a. to your question.
I ,
I doi ’t think he’s telling
II .1,,’’, Laos."
11ENIINISCES
Loins hing into an anecdotal
sls Is’, Bidder reminisced about
Nixsin’s dramatic press conference in Ls., Angeles after hi. was
defeated in the 1962 guhernatorial rime. Nixon hail been drinking, and may he he was a little
extreme.
hut Richter was impressed, he said. "It’s the only
time I’ve seen the man be human."
Ridder, who is on a first name
basis with many Washington
notables, described Nixon’s relations with the press as being "at
arm’s length" and eontrasted
them to he the warm, friendly
Kennedy
John
press rapport
maintained while he was President. "filet: Kennedy %vas the reverse s,I N am
D was hard for a
newsin ii I., m op leick and re

Sriitiu /\

r1{

member, "This is the President,
not my friend Jack Kennedy’."
Ridder’s dual position as publisher of the Post Tribune and
Washington Bureau chief for
Ridder Publications requires that
he divide his time between Gary
and Washington. DX’. When
asked how he handled both jobs
with such distance involved, he
replied. "I really don’t. To give
you my honest opinion. I spend ,
most of my time in O’Hare Airport."
Commenting on the possibility
of a right-wing reaction to the
disorder and violence in the U.S.,
Ridder said, "I don’t know what’s ;
going to happen in this country. I
I believe the *silent majority’ is
not going to remain silent for
mueh longer, though. They will respond to the Spiro Agnews and
the George Wallaces and we’ll
see a st long reaction. I h.ipe not,
but
a possibility ’’
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Green will be the color this
week -end in San Francisco. And
the SJS ROTC Drill Team will
be there also.
The green will be worn by all
the loyal Irishmen who will be
celebrating St. Patrick’s Day.
The drill team will be performing
in the annual St. Patrick’s Day
Parade, held in San Francisco,
and they obviously will he wearing green.
This will he the first time this
year that the drill team has
performed. Last semester the
squad lacked enough bodies to
perform as a drill team, Also,
the squad only had eight men,
so instead they performed as a
color guard unit.
Not only is this the first time
they have performed this year,
it is also the first time they have
performed under their new commander’s leadership, uust last
weekend the drill team had a
change of command. Former
leader Captain Walter J. liarwit’, stepped down and was sueceeiled by Major John M. Paris,

Saturday’s Dance:
Multi-Fund Raiser
Radical Audio-Visual Experiment (RAVEI is sponsoring a
dance to help Clark Akatiff pay
his promissory note of $2500 to
the Black community. The dance
is being held in the Loma Prieta
room of the College Union Saturday at 8 p.m. A donation of
$1.25 is requested.
Proceeds from the dance will
go to Black EOP. Black Student
Union, Child Care Center on the
East Side, and San Jose Medical
anti League Defense.

Lindsay Honored
With Unanimous
Senate Resolution
The State Senate this week
voted unanimously for a resolution honoring Ness’ York City
Mayor John V. Lindsay introduced by Sen. Alfred E. Alquest
cD-San Josef.
"I was particularly pleased to
see the resolution supported by
a wide spectrum of normally opposing
political
philosophies,"
Sen. Alquest said.
Describing Republican Lindsay
as "one of the brightest and most
articulate young men on the
American poltical scene," Sen.
Alquest called for recognition of
Lindsay’s appearance at Berkeley’s Charter Day ceremonies.
The University Regents had recently denied Lindsay an honorary degree on a tie vote, thus
making Lindsay the first charter
day speaker not to receive a degree.
"John Lindsay has a record of
distinguished public set-vice in
both the Congress and as mayor
of New York City," said Sen. Al quest, "and his appearance at
Charter Day ceremonies should
he suitably recognized."

EUROPE

1.,
Thurs
extend the 1965 Voting Rights
Act fur five stears and to lower
the voting age to 18 in all federal.
slate and loval elc.ctions.
The vote wiss 64-17.
Demoeratis Leiniftr alike Mansfield of Montana sponsorial the
amendment to the Votine Bights
Act, which will extend Iles. \ sting
ptivilege to an estimated 10 tit
11 million young people between
She iigeS of 18 and 21 beginning
with elections held alter Jan 1,
1971. It the. II Us,’ approves it and
the coot ts opted I iis e.institUtionality.
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S.J.S. BRIDGE CLUB
With Duplicate Play
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Init.) too
opening, ,
acessid,11.:
to Dr. Al
rd.,, chairman
Pori:rams
of the It..
C’oin mit I ee.
The programs offer Si uIs is,
the chance to study in a h./reign
country with loll availemie credit, Dr. Rich’sis: . .lstuicletnetr-_
a
n
to apply tn,d,
held
view, I.
I
soon all
III
part icula ,
mi
oht ton."’
;
ond
from the ha..
t.
flt.ct, N
partment
co;I
or from De. It-,
itii...i.onal
ordinator sit
Programs, in 131.1.
"There is a ;diem:lee
ency requirement for campuses in
France, Germany, Spain. Portugal and South Ameriva," said Dr
Richards. But. there also an"
places where the language requirement is not necessary. she
added.
"The language requirement is
not required in Sweden, Greece,
the Netherlands. Lebanon. Israel,
Japan and Taiwan." explained
Dr. Richards. There is also a nevi
program which includes living
with a family in Copenhagen
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FOLK ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTLY IN THE BAR

1

The Finest in Eastern Angus Beef,
Broiled Australian Lobster,
and Gourmet Salad Bar
Dinner: Sunday through Thursday 6-11

p.m.

Friday and Saturday 6-12 p.m.
Bar Open Until 2 a.m.

351 N. Santa
.40:/...e-weee

---

Cruz

\

weiCersee

c.. Los Gatos. Phone 35 1-137)11
../

we’

THE CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION
11:00 A.M. UCCM & LUTHERAN
1:00 P.M. LUNCH
3:00 P.M. SPIRITUAL "THING"
6:00 P.M. EPISCOPAL
6:45 P.M. SUPPER

On* Way

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS

300 &all

qirlis

Front Geneva to
San Francisco
August 4, 8, and 15
From San Francisco to
Frankfurt
August 26
Stockholm
Paris

August 30
September 7

A limited number of
spaces or. avails:1bl* to
faculty, staff, sfuchenfs of
Thc California Slot. Colidges
Fare: $225 one way

distinctive bridal sets from $100
rings may be purchased separately

91 SOUTH FIRST ST.
Corner of lot anti NS

About 250 students chanting
"poer
w
for the pro ."and ’ student power- ni need into the
building without ineillent after
a rally, attended by- about 1.000
persons. protested the failure sit
senate’s tenure comthe
mittee
..!tire four professors.
Accorid, to a collitee spokest -in Wets the first in
man, tbs.
the hiss,. ol the 23.000 student
campus.

...:J./.4:1,1,7AUZIEGumizakman7jakagt22.412.01

Foreign Study
In Fail 1970

Denmark.

Student Power
Students at San Diego State
College moved into the hallways
of the administration building on
campus demanding a voice in
faculty affairs.

Post Office

o

he

a self-supporting operation is5
1976 and hopetally will wipe oat
a yearly instal deficit of nearly
$1.2 billion a year.

IWoirlt

The House Post Office COMLESSONS 730 P.M. 8 P.M.
mitter approved President NixGame Beginning at 8 P.M.
on’s plan to turn the posisil
system over to an independent
STUDENTS: 5.75
I’S, Postal Authority in a 17-tl
OTHERS: $1.00
sate ye0eettly.
WEEKLY IN
The prOpOse (I corporation
THE COLLEGE UNION
would be governMent owned hut
Beginning March 19
independently operated. It is de -deflect to make the postal system 6.

II -in
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Peace Bomb

’II I’

is I’ Itl iI
yotllh

-seeVe

P rind’e Souvanna
Premier
Phouma told newsmen in Vientiane, Lois Thursday, that he
US
would call for thc end
bombing raids in his country only
when North Vietnam withdraw,
its troops from the country.
In response to questions coneerning the Pathet Lao peace
proposals of last week, the Premier said his government was
(iii’a cease fire."
He stated his government may
ask for a meeting with the
Pat het Lao to discuss thc peace
plan.
The Pathet 1-ao have stated
that U.S. bombing must cease
before a peace can be di4vussert,
hut the Premier insisted that
North Vietnamese troops 17111,1
leave before a bombing halt will
begin.
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For information:
flice of International Programs
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fan Francisco. California 14132
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Education Seminar Discusses
Lack of Creativity in Schools
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mai College.
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Tii ,4.1.1.:1:11 :Th..els each Tuesday front 12 la 2 p.m. in the
Umtrihum Roorr, nf the College
Union,
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: talking with somethings that tire
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A NEW TACTIC? Freshman Jan Rinaudo
(center) listens attentively to a lecture in Basic
Tactics I2B with cadet ciassmates (I to r) iseith

Jackson, Jim Murphy, Randy Hodges and
Brian Austin. Miss Rinaudo is the only co-ed
in the ROTC program.

Coed Joins Army ROTC Program?
k1.41
sg-t

11113.1r-5

A
By JOHN SIct
Daily stall 1:111i,1’
With all the demands that
women have been coking for
equal rights, would you believe
woinan joining the ROTC program?
Jan Rinaudo. a freshman political mimic major, has not exactly joined the cadet program
but she has enrolled in Bashi
Meths 121t, a course in Army
ROTC.
It all started when Miss Renaud() was standing in those long
registration lines. What with all
the time one must wait, there is
a lot of time to so,iialize with
other "waiters." The people waiting in line with Miss Rinaudo
just happened to he a couple of
Army ROTC cadets.
After some time rapping, the
cadets learned that Miss Rinaudo
was looking for some elective
units. So they suggested taking
an ROTC class. She laughed and
said she would, if girls Wer, allowed in the PrO44111f11.
Well, the cadets soon leamod

that thefe were no rules .t ai IISt
Ong the program.
The next bine Miss Rinaudo
saw her ROTC friends she was
facetionsly ordered to report to
the class. re, this time the whole
sit fiat hfi h..il become more of a
ilan: lit n anythin: else and it
laek
out.
’ !, t..
.1r1 the idea f taking the
-;mn ele:tive more than
el
Rinaudo
:ink 111.n
else,
Miss
added Bashi Tactics 1213, to her
. sehedule.
Since joining the ROTC course,
she has become impressed with
the respeet and the discipline
of the progr ci and Hiw it makes
the ROTC a more conducive
learning environment.
The officers, she adds, :ire
much more personal and take
time to help you with your classroan problems.
She also adds that the ROTC
program is essential because it
is a more diversified environment
than something like West Point.
Miss Rinaudo questioned why
there aren’t any women in the

SupersEfintrc?

Strange Rituals of1970
By BRUCE Met’ll.E1.1.1N
Daily Feature Writer
Friday the 1:ith?
Walking undei a ladder, spilling salt or having a Nark eat
cross your path isn t convict ’red
had luck

not any more. That’s

too old fashioned.
Man has more modet n "superstitions."
To prove the point, let’s navel
to the year 21970 and read a
memo from the dean of the SJS
School of Archeology to the dean
of the School of Sociology.
Dear Dean Janes:
Last work a construction
crew working on the new Al level undergr
I class
coonploo
4overed a Metal ha%
tot primitiye origin.
Inside t he 110% were faded
sheets of a 20th ventury mouspaper. The toontents indieate
that this little-known civilization was highly stipend it Ions.
For .’sample, their stran ,..
rites are (Ie.:corniest.
An apparent Idolatry tosIsted
In which millions worshipped
an Internal combustion michine. Ironically,
o net
_

u it It
describes how, oven
,.,’al, the boricd alive one such
v-Iticie and .osseolibled to so .....
it. passing.
These people obviously paid
I ribute to other deities.
One was (.811141 a parking
’order. People boolle-e,1 they
must retool Dol, god coins or
else the 1)en lllll Ticket would
punish them.
These primitive people apparently also believed In goodItiek charms.
Ono. such tolcoon was the A.S.
card. It uois boolleved, etqweially
by the male populace, that this
(’till rno
would ward toff the
il spirit irraft-l’ou, uloich
could fling offenders to harsh
and foreign lands.
Obviously, they thought the
A.S. vanl did bold strange and
unusual powers. Flakier% of this
poly torrid bit of magiv would
f
he eempt
punishment
tor any infractions tof the law.
Instead of bin, they wanid go
I,, graduate school.
Itodossi, they were a strange
rave,
Sincerely,
Dim n Slott lo

ROTC and got her answer. But
the likeliness of Jan Rinaudo
pursuing a career in the Amy is
very small, since the ROTC
to
doesn’t offer commissions
women.

II- don’t look upon Alcatraz
just an island to possess nor
as a platform for airing their
grievances. Rather, the successful possession of the island will
be it real and tan..fihle legal precedent that the Indians can use
in concession claims against the
government throughout the country.
"Alcatraz isn’t the only place
where Indians are fighting over
land." explained Wilson. "Right
now the Klamath Indians in
Washington are fighting for their
fishim, 1-i 7111.. :,Ful the Paiute
rethting
tribesmen in

By VICTOR JANG and
ROBERT CAREDIO
Daily Staff Writers
The Indian oe(upation of Alcatraz is no longer in the news, and
is out of most people’s minds.
But at least one person on campus is still vitally intenisted in
what’s happening on the "nick."
Graduate student Robert Wilson part Comanche, and part
has iket.n scavenging
White
for supplies at SJS ever since
November, when the first Indian
students jubilantly invaded the
Island and claimed it for themselves.
Wilson, an aeronautics major.
was sought by ombudsman Ralph
Poblano shortly afterward simply
because he was Indian. He 41/1,1
several other Indian snide; Ilaunched a money, food,
clothing drive that has so fa:
netted $250, 5(X) pounos of fond
and 500 pounds of clothing b.,
the new inhabitants of the "Indian Island."
Additionally, the group has
gathered 2,500 signatures on a
petition in support of the oricinialion and the plight of American
Indians.
Supplies are still being tak. n
in Ombudsman Poblano’s office.
Barracks 9,
The Indians, despite the dropoff in publicity, are likely to g1.1
the island from the government.
according to Wilson. Memlkers
the engineering department at
U. C Berkeley have already vi’.
ited the island and Nive helped
to make some plans for proposed
buildings.
Wilson believes that the II.-
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fold

If you tear out this coupon, fold it, staple it, and send it in
(postage is paid), we’ll send you it slim volume of art and poetry about
Hawaii. (Of course, if you don’t, we won’t.)
Hawaii is still beautiful, and there’s ti lot to see, hut you ought
to go now, before the greedlteads rip it off completely. Your parents
might not send you there itist to goof around, but maybe they’ll send
you for the University of Hawaii Sum Mer Session.
After reading "Where is Hawaii?", pop might want to go. Let
us know and we’ll handle the arrangements. (Ages 17-25, please...no
lathes in flowered dresses or cigar chewing car salesmen allowed.)
Send me "Where is Hautaii?", free.
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JAM SESSION
A Sunday Happening
At The Rani
Be There!
Sun. March 15, 3 p.m. on

4-7731.
After"’
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ALSO DON’T FORGET

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

Every Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. Night

375 S. Market St.
286-6500

Live Enertaitintent
444 E. WILLIAM
SAN JOSE

THE THEATER ARTS DEPARTMENT

The place where
horseback riding is
at its finest
Phone

675 Tennant

227-6291

OF
Rd.

San Jose

OH LONE COLLEGE
PRESENTS
RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN’S

__Cenool 3d,. .S,-(Lif
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TO LONDON

$135

FRI., MARCH 13, 8 P.M.
SAT., MARCH 14, 8 P.M.
SUN., MARCH 15, 7 P.M.
’

ONE WAY
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LONDONAMSTERPM
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Change
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JET CHARTER

ROUND TRIP
For complete flight schedule
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COYOTE CR EEK
STABLES

FIV

$275

an am
FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 17170
San Francisco, Calif.

to save their lake. The Whit(
Mountain Apaches in Arizona are
trying to keep the timber companies out of their reservation..
you could just go on and on with
the cases."
Wilson made it clear that most
of the Indians now on the island
intend to stay.
"It is 65 to 70 per cent families ... 80 people are actually living on the island and we have
a qualified instructor teaching
grammar school," said Wilson.

Seats are not
reserved.
THE ULTIMATI t xPERIENCE
tNEY’S
FWALT

it. By t on: norm:::
level you can 1.51,1,-,.
i
goiter and learn
frightening tic open yourself
tht- students and hard to let then.
know where you’re at"

What’s Happening on the ’Rock’?
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FROM OAKLAND

and don’t take risks."
"This pattern puts a darnmr on
the potential creativity in our
schools. People need to talk about
difficult things to say. These
things are hard to explain because they are not well formed
concepts. They are feelings; in defendable things which leave us
vulnerable whi.n they are said.
"These half-funned ideas, negative or positive feelings need to
be brought out to assure creativity in the educational system. Encounter groups, if properly handled, can bring about person to
fierson confrontation and new information."
Mary Jane Mercer, teacher
from Campbell High School, told
the group she had recently been
fired because "I identified with
the students more than the faculty. I related to the students
and their problems. I was totally
open with my students. I am the
same person in the classroom
that I am in my home."
Another teacher gave her impression of using the encounter
theory in the classroom. "It gives
the opportunity for the students
to come across and tell where
their heads are and where mine
is. When a teacher is totally
authoritarian it just Ooesn’t make

NOW SHOWING

4

Now’ 12 o’clock -!Iack Iii T

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James
11111111mIlimmememenollhollisibilh

CA

’

I

TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT
THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE, THE
BOOKMARK IN THE HUB SHOPPING
CENTER, OR THE NIGHT OF THE
PERFORMANCE.

OHLONE COLLEGE
THEATER
650 WASHINGTON BLVD., FREMONT

(415) 657-2100

, Tossup Expected
Duel
Cal-SiS
.tIn
KS P
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Judo Team Seeks
AAU Championship
SJS’ defending Na’ a.1 Colk-giate Athletic Assocr.tain judo
team takes the first step down
the road to what it hopes will be
Its ninth consecutive NCAA title
Saturday when the .ii";-artans play
host to the Senior AAU championships.
Action is stated to start at 6
lim in the SI. ti ,n Gym.

FOREIGN
CAR PARTS

o

IECONOMY4
IMPORTS;
Parts Tools Accessories?
la Imported Automobiles

na7 TYLER AVE. AT
243-6400
STEVENS CREEK

The meet 5c r,’, is quality
for April’s National C’hampane
ship Tournament, to be held at
Michigan State University.
The first three finishers in each
of the five weight classes advance and SJS. with a 16-man
contingent, is the heavy favorite
to walk off with the majority of
the honors.
’Dv.) Spartans, 176-pound Lois
,lez and 203-paint’ Doug
;
trim will lie defending titles
cai I
I in last year’s
Gonzalez is also
senior AM
die 1968 and ’69 NCAA champion
while Graham is the 1968 PanAmerican titlist and finished
second in the world last year.
SJS entrants: Rod Parr, :Wk..
I’veleton, Dick Tashino 1.;!..;
Gary Martin, Bill Gouin, Masa
sato. Hisashi Takiguchi 1154i;
John Kimura, Gonzalez, Jim Penetigton (1761: Graham, John
Reed, Norrnan Naritoku 205E
tin Stinfill. Art Cunningham
,ad Xl.,ek Kusumoto I heavyeieht ’
5.15 Wednesday dual match
with University of California was
cancelled.

ALL NEW SHOW

By BILL (.11.111..lut
Sports Vs rit.’r
V. miii nettr4 eveo \
’
11.1Cel
traCkNIel’s WIII ue swan., /or till li
second dual meet win oh the SI. 0talSI CW111.41111
Ul
Bears.
The two traditional foes will
clash at Ems..itsis Staulatin iii
sidle .Berkeley,. Field event,;
ulecl to begin at 1:15 p.m. and
the first running event, the 3,00o
II is... at 145.
meter so
SPAI:T.’,

by Ch
OUT BY A MILE? Spartan shortstop Tom
Corder awaits threw by catcher Mike Hazel Hofer to apply tag to Stanford’s Dick Borchers,
who was ruled out attempting to steal in last

Friday’s 4-1 loss to the Indians at Municipal
Stadium. SJS takes 7-2 record into today’s rematch with St. Mary’s. The SpartrIns clobbered
the Gaels in their first encounter, 17-0.

Spartans Face St. Mary’s,
Hayward in Weekend Tiffs
SrS diamondmen will rely on
pitching, and take what

their

they can get :nail their hitting
today and Saturday when the
a trio of
Spartan’

non-league games in Municipal
Stadium.
1 10 1H4IP1iMIT1El M1:I=l1VLt
The Spartans meet St. Mary’s
at 3 p.m. today and battle Cal
State Hayward in a 12 p.m.
doubleheader Saturday.
Coach Gene Menges’ nine continued its all-pitch, no-hit trend
Tuesday in registering its seventh
win against two losses, a 4-2
verdict over San Francisco State.
Houston
Gary
Left-hander
picked up his second win against
no defeats by hurling a two-hit
shutout at the Gators for eight
and two-thirds innings.

ehe eommittee.
THE ALL NEW IMPROVISED SATIRICAL REVUE
622 Broadway, S.F. ’392-0807/Student Discount.
9:00 Nightly except Mon./Improvisations 11:00.
Saturday 8:30, 10:30, & 12:30. / Minors Welcome.

297-20.LA

TC.PAINE 100’’"vr.

HESTER & THE ALAMEDA

SUNDAY
MARCH 22 8 p.m.
SAN jOSE
CIVIC. AUDITORIUM
TICKETS: $4.0045.0046.00

SAN JOSE
BOX OFFiCE
912 Town & Country Village

246-1160

NOW

artan pitchers have pleased
Mi ’esi with their 1.33 earned
run av -age through nine contests. F15 hurlers have three
shutouts to their credit, including a 17-0 whitewash of St.
Mary’s in the squads initial meeting.
Mike Rusk; freshman southpaw, will attempt to notch his
Rest win against the Gaels to I L
In 19 innings, Mike has 16 sit
to his credit, although he
has allowed 13 walks and given
op 10 hits.
Menges will use lefty Jay Fikc
3-0) and Bob Grover (2-01 Set urclay against the Pioneers. The

Some people
go out of their
way to eat at

the ’everything’ girl

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL
CREAMERY
7th & Santa Clara
7 am - 10:30 pm
Tues - Sun

A 11.A.M...EIC 1VIRITZGER. pnootrerrohr

"comille
2traocr9

Gaubert Nino Castelnuovo
Eleonora Rosin Drage Roberto TAirtaceo
Massimo Serato &Ivan., Venturelli
Philippe Forquet
Screenplay by Michael De Forrest
Adapted (rein -The Lady Of The Camillise" by Alexandre Dumse filo
Produced sad Directed by RADLEY BILTILOICIR
thrtnigh ,

, AUDI/BON tTTMR

PARIAIZION TSCIIN1COLOII

PERSONS UNDER 11 Will NOT RE ADIAITTEO

\
The restoration comedy about
what cannot be restored . . .
"LOCK UP YOUR DAUGHTERS’’

‘,1 ‘,1\ \ 111 11/111\
CHRISTOPHER PH 11111.1:
I
/01.1 it wi
.11.111,

Spartans hold an earlier 8-4 verdict against Hayward.
The veteran Fike’s last outing
was in a relief role in the Spartan’s 9-0 loss to UOP Saturday.
Jay has posted an outstanding
0.57 ERA in 15-plus innings, relinquishing just seven runs and
walks while whiffing 10.
Grover can also boast of the
highest batting mark for the
Spartans, a .600 figure 3 for 54.
But SJS averages drop dramatically among the regulars, a situation Menge’s hopes will be rectified this weekend.
Second -baseman Larry Lintz,
who missed the last two gam, with the flu, leads with a .319
average and is tops in slugging
percentage at .448. Tom Corder
tops the Spartans in total hits,
13, and total bases, 17, while
Gary Cunningham leads in runs
scored with 11.

S VICTORIOUS

1.,
1le Inc tw.i SqUiltIS
1,11I a ycars ago. the Spartans
-led an 87-58 victory. Overall
in the series, SJS hits won 11
encounters, Cal five.
San Jose won its first meeting
two weeks ago against Stanford
81-67, and last week dominated
a non -scoring meet against two
College opponents, Cal
Stale 11.yward and UC Davis.
11-,,, Opened thin season
:as
,. ;hie,. to an
Club
u’el scored
s 45 and Sae
is here SIN’
, 1,,ttle Cal’s
’mu I;
; cvery other
Eddie I l ’
event court gim il tier team.
The main except i,
;
the pole
vault, where the Spartans should
sweep all three places, and the
high jump, where Cal should be
the easy winner.
OPENING EVENTS
The opening events, which
ccul,1 wcIl set the tone of the
meet s ill also be among the
.1 ’I --I
Th,
’,tic of the
h ,,ce
tied,
c .11
1:
3.!,1:
!,., see:lenncdf, 1
ott., .
thrmv, I ii la al instoty

mm Oh a laud
10.8, a Rhodesian national
. i and a Cal freshman
I ’Ail.,

n.I
1.
23t, I I
.
under very little pi ’, , Sptazins’ John I-1,11
1.. had foul throws
_
ot, could also be it
!y event, the mile,
1.,..,artance. Although
c in W, d, who ran a
n is favored,
1 a., a
SJSi e.,Iitilfl nuck Black huts
been running well in practice and
looks ready’ for a big race.
The hurdles races could provide another key to a victory. In
the 120 highs. Geerge Carty of
SJS should win, but the battle
for second will he vital. Sant
Caruthers. who clocked a 13.9
last year, will he battling Cat’s
Bob MeClennan, 19.2. and freshman Kerry. Hampton, 14.4
G,-SKILL FACES TEST
In the 440 intermediates, Len
Gaskill will face a tough test
in Madonna!), who clocked a 52.7
last week. Gaskill set a meet
reoril against Stanford with a
52.5. The first place points in this
race will be important.
SJS has other probable winners
in the 440 ’with Elmo Dees, who
rant a 47.3 against Stanford; in
the steeplechase, where Darold
Dent is one of the hest collegians
in the nation; the 880, where
Neville Myton should win easily;
the lone jump, if Marion Anderson can jump like he did last
weekend, when he went 25-11i
the shot put with Richard Marks,
if his injured hand is recovered;
the pole vault, where Caruthers,
Bch Skiver, and Vie Dias should
have no trouble sweeping, and
the mile relay.
*

*

Gym Squad
Travels to
Reno Tonight
SJS’ gymnastic squad attern, to improve on its 6-6 seasoied
record when they travel to the
University of Nevada, Reno, for
a 7:30 p.m. match tonight.
Junior star Joe Sweeney competed only in the side horse as
the Spartans took second in a
three-way meet with UC Santa
Barbara and San Diego State
last week in Santa Barbara
Coach Clair Jennett is keeping
Sweeney, who has a slight hark
i
injury, out of full time
an attempt to have him he.
for the upcoming league championships.
The Spartans will host the Pacific Coast Athletic Association
championships, March 28 in the
Men’s Gym. Also competing will
be San Diego State, Long Beach
State, Los Angeles State, and
UC Santa Barbara.

The product is ideas.

.

communication problems.
People problems. Problems in business
logistics. You’d be looking for ways to make
information more intelligible to more people.
To make it impossible for carelessness
to destroy efficiency.
Challenging? You bet it is.
Come and look us over. Demand specifics.
Weigh us as hard as we’ll be weighing you.
We might turn out to be your kind of people.
One of our Moore men will be on campus
March 19 & 20
See your
Placement Director for the time and place.

An eq,,a1 oppn,t,a,ty empiorrr

MOCORE.BUSINESB FORMES, INC.
0ov 6;5 dif,.6s and pljnI5,2416 sitwiert in North Amens’

*

M APJ ON ANDERSON

Cot;:d you get enthusiastic
about selling the most salable
product in the world?

The MOO men who sell ideas for us
are excited about what they’re doing.
We know that because they’re successful at it.
And many of them are recent college graduates.
In fact, our preference is for young college
graduates who get a kick out of being selfstarters. Bull sessions aside, college students
spend at least four years being independent
thinkers in the world of ideas. As a member of
the Moore sales team, you’d still be pretty
much on your own, with responsibility that
grows as you grow.
Your job would involve you with

for
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Cliff-Hangers Still Alive
Weekly on Television

$1000 RICHERCarol Brolaski can lie down
and relax and let little worries like money
wither away in the wind. The Peninsula Children’s Theatre Association awarder her a $1000

scholarship to finance her graduate studies at
SJS next fall. The talented senior drama major
will seek her masters in costume design.

Cannery Is ’Deprived’ of Carol;
$1,000 Scholarship Dissuades Her
By STEVE SWENSON
Daily Entertainment Writer
"I don’t have to work at the
cannery this summer,- joyously
exclaimed Carol Brolaski, 22year-old senior drama major.
The Peninsula Children’s Theatre Association (PCTA) Scholarship of $1000 awarded to Miss
Brolaski is responsible for depriving the cannery of this pretty
coed.
The PCTA is a non-profit community based organization which
sponsors "good" theatre for children. Annually, they give a $1000
scholarship on a competitive basis
to a student in one of the Peninsula colleges.

Miss Brolaski, whose most recent performance was her portrayal of Maid Marian in the
children’s play, "Robin Hood,"
earned the scholarship for her
acting in musicals and children’s
theatre, as well as her work in
costume design.
The winner of the scholarship
may attend San Francisco State,
Stanford or San Jose State to
take any post graduate course
related to the theatre. Directing,
choreography, costume design,
scenic design, production playwriting and acting number in the
qualified courses.
Miss Brolaski plans to study
for her master’s in costume de-

sign at SJS. Some of the plays
that she has helped design costumes for at SJS have been "Invisible Peoplc," "Arabian Powder," and "Vincent."
Besides costume design, Miss
Brolaski has a special interest in
musical comedy. Music would be
her natural inclination because
her mother and her grandfather
were Vaudeville performers on
the Orpheum Circuit. In fact, she
began in the College of San Mateo with music foremost in her
mind. She really didn’t consider
drama until she won the lead in
the musical, "Little Mary Sunshine."
Miss Brolaski also did the
lobby display for "The Rase
Tattoo," and currently she’s
painting sets for "That Woman
from Maxim’s." Some of the other
SJS plays she’s acted and sung
in are "Anything Goes," "Black
Comedy," "The Visit," "Wickedest Witch" and "Brecht on
Brecht."
Upon winning her scholarship,
which Wes Morgan, SJS graduate student in directing, won last
year, Miss Brolaski shouted to
her roommate, "I got the scholarship!" Her roommate replied,
’Oh, that’s nice."

By 311KE NOLAN
Daily Investigative Report,r
Many of you may not remember. but there used to be a wonderful form of Saturday afternoon
entertainment called movie serials
often affectionately known
as "cliff-hangers."
Every week, faithfully, people
would show up at their local
theater to see chapter plays like
"G -Men Never Forget," "Zorro’s
Fighting Legion." "The Whispering Shadow," "Spy Smasher’s
Revenge," and "Flash Gordon
Conquers the Universe."
Of course, most of the fun
came at the end, with the hero,
heroine or both would be threatened with some ominous form of
death. Cars plunged over cliffs,
bodies were lowered into acid
vats, people were thrown into
electric dynamos, walls closee
upon trapped heroes, and other
"fates worse than death" were
planned by a horde of nefarious
villains.
For those who care about such
things, the serial is back --minus
just a bit of its former glory.
The old chapter plays would

KSJS
News Log
6:00 ’,SIEWSLINE. Keep upto-date with what’s
happening around the
world. Listen to Mark
White and Dave Bethscheider.
6:10 SPARTAN SPECTRIM.
Marilyn
Thompson and Ken
Wood bring you the
news that pertains to
the campus community. Find out what happened at today’s antiReagan march.

end abruptly at the best part.
and words would flash suddenly
on the screen
"Don’t miss next
week’s exciting episode"
which
could be "Pit of Peril," "Flaming
Death," ’The Electric Doom." or
"Hurled to Destruction."
Now however, you can see an
entire serial, all two hours worth,
on the late show Saturday night
on Channel 4.
The movie serial, at its popularity peak during World War II.
is long gone in its original form.
The lust one was made in 1956
and now they are shown only occasionally at kiddie matinees and
at private clubs.
But once again, v.it the tube,
you can see high speed auto
chases, at least a dozen smacking
fist fights, some weird costumes
on both the heroes and villains,
all sorts of odd machines. and of
course action, action, action.
Somehow it isn’t the same on
TV. After awhile, even action
unless it’s the
gets repetitious
right kind of action. The accent

was seldom on plot or
cha cteriza tion.
Howe%er, serials are sytnhols
of an age seemingly more innocent, less pretentious, and more
than a bit naive. They are leftovers from an era when entertainment Was entertainment, and
not social propaganda.
Serials are curiously out
place in 1970. When was the last
time you went to the moives and
rooted for the good guy to win"
When was the last time thew
even was a good guy? Or even a
drooling, scheming villain fr
that matter?
Perhaps the serials’ lack of
realism can best be illustrated
by those wildly exciting fist
fights when hats remained perched on heads despite punches
that you would have thought
should have knocked off the
heads too.
in so li.ds

Plan for Films
Plans are now being made for
next fall’s Classic Film Series.
Anyone having suggestions concerning possible selections is advised to contact Spencer Davis in
the College Union Program
Board Office prior to April 15.

’Space Odyssey’ Music
Featured in S.J. Concert
The San Jose Symphony will
present its third concert of the
current season Friday, March
20, at 8:30 p.m. in the San Jose
Civic Auditorium.
Featured music from "2901: A
Space Odyssey" will be conducted
by Sandor SaIgo. The piece is
Richard Strauss’ "Also sprach
Zarathustra."
Peggy
Soloists Milton and
Salkind will present Mozart’s
"Concerto for Two Pianos, in E
Flat Major."
The internationally known piano duo have played in major
cities throughout the U.S. and
Europe and have been featured
on the Bell Telephone Hour. They
have also made summer appearances including the Ojai Festival,
the Carmel Bach Festival, the La
Jolla Music Festival, the Cabrillo
Music Festival, and the Mann
Music Chest.
Mozart’s "Sinfonia Concertante
for Violin and Viola" will be
performed by Kenneth and Pamela Goldsmith.
The soloists have performed
with the Cameratas Quartet, the

Nashville Quartet and the Contemporary Music Group at Columbia University.
Goldsmith has also performed
at concerts given at Town Hall
and Carnegie Recital Hall in
New York. Goldsmith has performed at Carnegie Hall in New
York as well as internationally.
Tickets regularly selling for
$3.50 are available to students
for $1 in the Student Activities
Office.

_A Craft
Cornmuniiij

will have a representative on campus to intetview prospective elementary and secondary teacher candidates on

Mtn(

For the book listing of all flights and
application forms for flights and the
International Student Identity Card.
please forward 81 .00 plus 75 cents for
postage and handling.
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2nd & San Antonio

Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor

College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
Morning Seminar
9:45 a.m.
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.

Garry Keiser.

Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

Minister to Collegians

Rock
Encyclopedia
by Lillian Roxon
ROCK ENCYCLOPEDIA

has

information that is available

nowhere elsefacts on over
600 groups AND THEN

complete listings of their
records; singles, flip sides
and LP album tracks. Equally
important, the commentary
is alive and exciting, "an A to
Zombies pleasure trip."
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HOWARD SMITH, THE VILLAGF
VOICE

fro

1.95

,

Your kind of music
1%
1
e Every one of the songs from her 9 albums in one book.
Here it is, words and music to all of your Judy Collins favorites,

we

complete with comments, playing instructions, reminiscences
and photographs. More than a songbook, this is a very personal
look at one of today’s most popular folk singers. A perfect
gift for every Collins fan.
An Elektra Recourdingpflar:str
Hardcover with 8
full -page color plates

$r2

11111P

You’ve come to
the right ad.
And when you come to Bob Himsl Volkswagen
you’ll find you came to the right dealership. We
are in touch with your needs.
You won’t get any run-around at our dealership.
We’re here to help you with Sales, Service, Leas-

Beauty
is
how you feel
You ever have one of those
days when everyone says you
look well, but you still don’t
feel pretty?
Maybe it’s because you’re
tired or troubled. Or maybe
because it’s the wrong time of
the month and you just feel
un-lovely.
That’s where Tampax tampons can help you. They can
help take the mopey feeling
out of your month.
Because Tampax tampons are
worn internally, there’s nothing to slip or slide or chafe
or show. No more wor- NO SILTS
PINS
ries about accidents or Ng
NO PADS
odor. No self-conscious- NO 0005
ness. Only complete comfort
and protection. Clean, neat,
discreet.
Tampax tampons. To help
you fecl beautiful every day of
the month.

ing,

Parts or just answering questions.
Come in and take a look. We think you’ll
what you see.
And also what you don’t see.

Innovative programs, career salaries, mild climate, excellent
recreation area midway between the Sierras and the Pacific.

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN

We actively seek minority applicants. Contact the place-

1560 North First Street
San Jose
286-8800

ment office for information or to arrange for an appointment.

1

Morning Worship
8:30 & 11 a.m.
Evening Service
7 p.m.

plus fax &
glicense

THE SACRAMENTO CITY
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

la

Educational Student Exchange
Program. 801 Woodside Rd.,
Redwood City, or 8217 Bev*my Blvd., Les Angeles.

Looking for a
new car
for only $2009

Come in and rap ...
470 S. 10th St.

Irons 4 if In.

ran

and will include a dance contest
at 11:30 with a $25 prize going
to the best daneing couple.
Admission to the dance is $1.50
for SJS students and $2 for all
others.

First Baptist Church

$o an

Grandmother’s
Emporium

will

sponsored by the
Prwzram. Board,

EUROPE

GOOD SEATS AVAILABLE

Saturday 10 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

College Inion

Are you traveling to

For the complete collegiate

Saturday, March 21 8:30 p.m.

912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
246-1160
Open: Monday thru Friday 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

elan,.’.

worship this Sunday at

OAKLAND COLISEUM

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE

Unii in

"liege’

CENTURY 23

6:25 SPARTAN FOCUS.
"SDS and RAM." Sheldon Wong evaluates
the structures of these
two groups. Are they
fighting among themselves? Tune in and
find out.
Programs can be heard
at RRO AM West Hall.

BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS

stevms, formerly of I i,, t ’heck mates, will Ix. held tonif.:11t in ib

Boolk.ng, are no. berg accepted
for any of th 3 000 IntraEuropean
studnt charter flights through th

kl\ITERTAINIVENT
SPARTAN DAILY-7Friday, March 13, 1970

Sou! Niqht Show
In CU BaIlroorn

like

TAMPAX
Grossfat I DunfDo Inc.,

Dept COO

NAII000,1 OF11010.1

P 0 Box 152, Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218
Please send roe the following:
ROCK ENCYCLOPEDIA
--- copyries) at $9.95
JUDY COLtiNs sONGBOOK_
copy(ies) at $9.95 Hardcover

copyries) at $3.95 Paperbound
I enclose check El or money order 0 in the amount of $-Name
Address
%City
_State
Zip
-
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Women’s Intensillegiate Tennis,
:t orn South ittunpus. SJS against
Molls Ci.11ege.
Organization of Latin American
Students ( OLAS ) , 3:30 p m.,
c.U.-la rola l’rieta Room. First
spring semester meeting with
everyone invited to attend
Friday Flicks. 7 and 10 p.m.
Morris Dailey. "Wait Until Dark"
for 50 cents admission to benefit King Fund.
Intercultural Steering Committee, ft p.m., Intercultural Center,
29’2 S. Ninth St. Party open to
all students.
cancers. It p.m., CU. -Ballroom.
Bobby Stevens formerly of the
Checkmates I and his orchestra.
$1.50 to students, $2 general adii) !-’,I

Bible Reading M.ir.it bon, a in.
to 10 p.m., L’.1’.1’,citlia Room.
F:veryone invited!
8 "tit a.m. to 4
Blood
p.m.. C. I.’..
un. Sponsored
by Angel Flight ;alit AFROTe.
i4partataussp latersleas, 9.30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.. C.U.-A.S. offices. Discussion v.rotiti leaders
are still needed for c’
All -College Volley-hall Tournament, 11:30 a.m. to 2 pm., C.U.Regist rat ion for
Info. Booth.
through NVial.
March 18 I, iii
Iranian Sandent Association,
1:30 p.m., C.U.-Costimisan Room.
Lecture in Iranian on the "Orientation of %Vorld Student Movements: U.S.. Ethiopia. Vietn:im.
and asina."

**

TomottRow
t
’cation - In - Residence
((’iR). 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. S.F.
YMCA camp at La Honda. With
theme of love, car pools leaving
at 730 a.m. from Women’s Gym.
available at Seventh
Street table or in Old cafeteria
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
iirispe Boymitt Committee, 10
,it . Guadalupe Church. 2020 E.
S. ii Antonio. Speakers from Delano. March at 11 a.m. to Alum
Rock and Jackson for rally.
11" ***** en’s Intercollegiate Basketball, 10 a.m., Women’s Gym.
5.15 meets Chico State.
****** tn’a Intercollegiate Tennis, 10 a.m., South campus. SJS
hitsts Sacramento and Chico
States.
(’n-Itee., 12:30 a.m. to 4:30
Women’s Gym. Swimming,
Ow piing, table tennis, badmintin:. and volleyball.
Ulti Sigma Epsilon, 1 p.m..
Sweden House Smorgasbord. Initiation of new members, guest
sixaker and general meeting.

SPRING

a

**
**
**
*
**
*
*
**
*
**
**
**
*
*

SPECIAL:

Tirkets

Tune-ups
Virs-$30
6 Cy1.-$25
4 Cy1.-$22.50
TAX INCLUDF.D

*
*

:
All Parts And
:
: Labor Guaranteed:
*
*
*
**
** A & B Auto Repair *

*
456 E. Son 5ci’vador
*
*
*
*
*
Phone: 295-4247
*
*
*
*
*
*
***** ***** ***** ******* **
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Latin-American Group Meets Today;
Party Plans Rally, Street Dance

-0Students for Peace and Free
dorm afternoon. barbeque pits and
Seventh Street. Meet KW state
candidates and dance in the
street.
Benefit Ounce. 8 p.m., C.U.Ballroom. Produced by RAVE,
lights by Mu. Thriickmorton,
other hands. $1.25 per person.
SUN DAY
Orlocci, 9 a.m. to 5 p trt
Thompson Shell Service, Foin
and Taylor streets. "Detour" car
wash.
Seminar on Meaning, 9:45 a 11’
New Wineskin, Tenth and s
Fernando streets. Bob Tenn .h
leading discussion "Does Faith a.
God Make a Difference in Living 7"
Spartan TrI-C, 9:45 a.m. and
5:45 p.m., Third and San Antonio streets. "The Three Dimensional Life" in the morning and
"The Mexican Christmas Crusade" in the evening.
Pi Omega PI. 6 p.m., Mi.
Betty Jones’ home. New member initiation. Maps available ii
Pi Omega Pi box in Building
327 E. San Carlos.
Sunday Night Forum. 6:30 p
New Wineskin. Larry Mock :mil
the Christian Information Coin mince on "What about Christian
Communes?"

Org

The

it om

of

Latin

American Students will meet today at 3 p.m. in the College
Union Loma Prieta Room.
The agenda includes a discusrole in Latin

O.-

America, preparation for Latin
Ameriean Week and planning for
a semi -formal dance scheduled in
the C.U. next month.
*
*
*
Students for Peace and Freedi an Party wil sponsor a rally

and street dance on Seventh St.
tomorrow from 3-6 psn.
Activities with speeches by the
state-wide party slate. Grape
Boycott Committee, HSU, HOP,
Student Mobilization Committee,
Women’s Liberation Front. Radi-

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Gt. and COMMERCIAL
nee coats, bell bott, pants.
sfoarn, camping supplies,
ro gear boots. BARGAIN
YOGA 8 Mu:1’
_
1st St. Hours: 9-6. Closed
a Way. Si. 286- 5,
3942.
GENERAL ELECTRIC PORTABLE
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs STEREO. I ar. old: excellent condition.
’
3
;
$55. Call Par evenings, 286-4538.
ow w,owibetsh.p fees & worthy
Cert. RIM instructors avail. 722-1 ’65 6.46 parts, engine and body. Faceten, corci."ion. Must sell. Cheap. Call
294.8528.
CAR RALLYE - Mar. 15 Rags. at
MUNTZ 4.track car tape Si 50 tapes.
9.12 a.m. 3-Le1 u L11., N
ioas Ter sale singley at $2.00 apiece.
finery fun Railye 13 trophies, d- r
l : 133es per car. $3 or 5C - ". I tapes. Call Jim, 287-7408.
F. RACE., Ltd. Chew
RECORD & TAPE SALE! I have con-..
ns ...ill a wholesaler and can sup SLY TO EUROPE: $299, June 12.Auqust re ail the current LP records & tapes
6Paris-Rorne. Contact 1 at a 40’, discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
1-- $3.06’ $6.00 LP’s for $3.62. etc. All
is a shop called’ :ales nos on a special order basis. Place
DID YOU KNOW
ii FASHIONS ir Les ..our order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
1Gaos. ...Fe, you (or buy new and used same seek. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
MONDAY
MWF. CoIl & place an order. 298f. 0. -or a-3
.
Israeli Students Association, 12
- 12th St. it’s legit.
p.m., Old Cafeteria A & 11 IsKEG BARI Keeps a 15 gal. beer keg
raeli Foreign Ministry reptesiiii..1 fresh for 2 months. Pressur.
tative to speak on "The Sits
-- pumping. $40. 294-2743.
Penetration of the Middle East
BLACK LIGHT, is’ $15.00 New - Size
11_111
used. Make offer. Call
r
Journalism Interns, 2:30
F
JC 203. Final meeting for sow
IN
43
DAYS
SPEND
SUMMER
Collectors! Get
ODD BODKINS to,
met: interns. All interns are in- THIS
i
’ Buy this book of
(wired to attend.
w out of print and
VWItmen’s Intercollegiate Tenby Art Hoppe. Send
5.15
nis, :1:30 p ni., South
td RIKART Dept. S.
95002.
placs liri,Mam Young Univerxi,s
Philosophy Dept., 5 p.m.. C
4 AM MAGS.
-dyear wide tread GT
old tires... Fisher
i VIE CAN HELP SPONSOR YOUR NEXT
Dr.
Room.
AlMarl,ti
eith Tyrolia bindings, Cost
Brandt I’niversity if Mi
sell for $60 243-7081.
on "Poll :311 Desiris,
SURPLUS

cc, AI49UNCIN1$SUt

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED - 20
yrs. or older to share apt. w/3 others.
TRANSPORTATION 191
$45/mo. 286-4406 after 5 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE. $169
I bdrm. furn, apt. on So. 10th. Call ens way - $289 round trip. Japan, $350
297-1537.
Contact Prof. Maga, 293-1033.
LOST AND FOUND 16)
LOST - Slack kitten - 3/7/70 - from
230 So. 10th, Call 292.3210, 297.1671,
287.4428 REWARD.
FOUND Black female puppy with brown
paws and chest. Mon. March 9, near
9th St. and Williams. Call 287-7828,

HELP WAKED 141

pe4eNGf

EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
flights: $270-$325 roundtrip, $150 Oneway. Coordinator: Professor Frank Peel.
TO THE GREEN CUCUMBER: Check 247 Roycroft, Long Beech 90803. 438re,rd robin rates. Apt. No. 8.
2179.
SERVICES 18)

NEED RIDE for 2 to LA this weekend.
Call 293-6710 or 289.8263.

AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Liability
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
Toll 241-3900.
FAST & ACCURATE TYPING for term
papers, reports, etc. Call 293-1648 be.
tween 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.

To Place
an ad:

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Accurate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Barter. Phone
244-6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 25I.
2598
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. As,enian-298.4104.

SPANADA
hilltql fruit flarored wine

We have a free recipe for Spanada
punch.
Get together and buy a case, it’s
a 10% discount.

Soul Music
a Class Open

otp/77LI
3rd & San Fernando

Qu0 ai
RI

Looking fora great meal?
Try Red Barn’s combination of a

ARNEY.

Fit;"]C:1

Fries & Coke

ti
t know what you’re
...issing!Two delicious harebureer
-.Hies. cheese. lettuce.
.ad our own special sal
i,
deck r, " Try
Fide
Coke tozty:
doi i

Regular Pr ice 840

Experimental Collegs has
ened a new class. Black Ma
will he taught by Otis in 11,
206, Monday, 7 to 9 p.m.
Otis has been to professional
musician for five-and -a -half yeat.
and has played in engagemen: all over the Bay area. He :1
teaches a course at West Val:.
College and lectures at De At,,:
College and many community noganizations.
The class is designed to give a
better understanding of Black
music. Its history and background
will explain why it has developed
the way it has. The influence
Black music has had on the
American stone will be demonstrated.
The class is opened to all students.

-h1".
="E 0514 N

: ESS’ThE.

CO0hING

’ a Cream. Soft Drink vending
or full time. Must have
1.ca-se. We train. Mr. Edwards
"EP No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4228.
F

eon
no. Shoo,- Ma"rh 12.
FP DAY’S THE LAST DAY Tr) JOIN PAPT

;

ahd

Erd=170151113
v t’
nr
Labor & Ear’
wrn,
down nr
dyear, SJ,_ 292

buy your L
t

82

DANCERS WANTED, "Not
r tthi
I
or part-time.
pIL"
be 21. Interhr.
52.3
from ?
292-2676 - THE
?
PINK POODLE. 328 S. Bascom Avenue.
in
GO CO

L’
’

PORSCHE 1961 Super Coupe. 1_,
. rebuilt. Dark
rall 377-8525 at-.
’69

C.ii.ARGER

HOUSING

R-T, w/Posi & A
new fires. $2895. K.

650 -TRIUMPH.

FREE

4 spy.
-dition. $2 -

’63 CORVAIR MONZA
.
68

V. ryC’

Theology School
Howard Smith, director of ad- ’67 CA,’ PO CS 350
missions at the School of
logy at Claremont, will be visit inn
SJS Monday. He wants to meet 1’68 CAMARO, .
informally with students and
others interested in professional
theological study. For more inAUTO TONED
CORRECTED
formation contact Mrs. Bryant.
1JUSTED. LUBEC
Career Planning and Placement
Center, Bldg. AA, )2’2 S. 9th St
294-6414 for appointments.

GASOLINE

RAM

Ethyl (100+ Octane)

E.E.res March IS

serve yourself and ease

irl 19! ’MVP
;

RED
Sixth and Santa Clara

NIARCII SPECIAL:
54 COFFEE

prices subject to eltange
so ill
t notice

Puritan Oil Co.
111th & TaN lior
(ith &
4th & NN illitotit

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 -1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4
Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone

294-6414,

Ext. 2465

Contrary to popular belief it is not unlucky
to place an ad in the
Spartan Daily Classified TODAY.

.

Just walk under the nearest ladder, break
seven mirrors, and step on all the cracks
until you get to JC 206.

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed I blk.
xmoss, $40/mo. Call 287.7654.

AD

Female roommate needed to
deluxe 2 bdrm., 2 bath apt. with
$57.50 ’mo. 286-4538.
ROOMMATE NEEDED for I bdrm. apt.,
..,..errtihe into two bdrms., $65/mo. 620
’Lb #21.

, STOP!

Then place an ad to sell your four-leaf
clover, lucky horseshoe, and rabbit’s
foot to somebody who is really
superstitious.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED - upper
- share 2 bdrm, townhouse at
Pro0,hei125L a, n4a0i72Apts. Pool/Sauna. $80/mo.

AMBASS.,

WANTED: MALE ROOMMATE. Here’s
a:ref conducive
S.: 53 bro. 406 S. 11th St.

Yoga
firm sagg

GUITAR, CLASSICAL - n :Ion Or..-1. MALE ROOMMATE - Own bdrm. in
" i U Now 5260.1 I 1,3r, apt. $56.67/mo. 628 So. 10th
i
:
I St. #7 See Alex around 6:30 p.m. Avail.
2,19.
1

GEP,RARD STEREO TURNTABLE - - Prcrip. In
’all after
t..

,.

.

.

Vol. 1

FEMALE TO SHARE 1 bdrm. lux. apt.
I. 1::5 mo. 259.9676. Out

Regular (95 Octane)

27.9
30.9

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395, San Jose.
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
Factory Mfg. major and small appliances.
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
Street, S.F. 94111,
MEET YOUR PERFECT MATCH. 296.3533
CAMPUS DATING SERVICE $2.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker, 294-0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 per
year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
WRITING A CHORE? Let me help you
with your term paper or thesis. Editing
and revision. 295-5606.
TYPING MY HOME - Campbell Area
-Electric Typewriter PICA Type. 3795098.

Lt!GLISH MAJOR share 3 bdrm house
. r me in English. low rent for
-’’rn. 225.5345 after 430.

Th,,,

6?

RM/BOARD: for girl who will
...
Fr handicap man. Call
. 298 2308.

FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall, 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2308.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, U.D. 2
2 bath. 508 S. 11th St. #7
e nc $50/month. 298-3236.
_
FEM,,LE ROOMMATE needed to share
ez others. Near campus.

64 MG 1100,

.1AktiL210.

&

I
WANTED
pert time by selling
r I’ Re, pl.
dlorib..ting the NEW MIRELLE’ syn. c wig in 34 colors. Commissions
’ anti ..o on sale. For details con 1101 (24 hr. ph.)

24, 422,h or 243.4535 CAL
,

REPAIR,

Temp. babysitters & houseneeded. Heatherlee Agencies.

MT UNTIL DARK Friday March 13.
Lozp.7 and 10 p.m. 50c Pro.
ix tx,

.
...
TALENTED
x.
en- ix 11 exp.-

VW

TYPING - thesis, term papers. etc.,
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.

FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
INSIDE SALES, men, good salary. Start purpose including environmental porlop, 22 hrs. a week. Work until sum- traits, model composites, weddings, art
mer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S. lit pictures. Call Rich Kelso 286-1139.

NAIT UNTIL DARK i

EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISCOUNTS available to holders of thre
international student identity card. For
info, regarding travel discounts and purchase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 San
Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A., Calif.90049.
(2)3) 843.5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (415) 8431857.

PERSONALS 17)

SITS)

GA!. 1.0

cal Audio-Visual Experiment and
Dr. David Mage, AFT president.
*
*
*
Spartan Shields, men’s honorary service society, will conduct
spring rush Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
in Pacifica Room It of the C.U.

2 ,3

Mr
’

IS

FREE PM/BD
.
.

i I I 2s9m3al1
290s4a.lary to girl
, & wk -ends with lady

and medi
trial on n
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diligently
Center. ICollege

WAIT UNTIL DARK Friday Marrh 13, MALE ROOMMATE WANTED - 726
1
- d 2 bdrm. fare.
and 10 p.m. 50c Pro-

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces fur each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 linl7s

Five days

One itiy

Iwo ilar,

threi, days

Four days

2.25

2.40

2.75 -- -2-40

- 1:00-

-3.40

3.50
4:00 --:

1.50

2 Of)

4 lines

2.00

2.50

5 I:nes

2.50

3.00

6 lines
Add thy
amount tor
each addi
tional line

3.00
.50

3.25
3.75

.50

.50

Evangeloi
residence.

3.90_
.50

2.50

.50
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By VIC COOK

EDS

Housewives practice Yogic exercises to
Yoga
firm sagging muscles. Timothy Leary chants mantras
and meditates in his Santa Ana jail cell while awaiting
trial on marijuana charges. In Saratoga little children
diligently practice the lotus posture at the Youth
Center. Here at SJS students attend Experimental
College Yoga classes under the guidance of Sri
Evangelos Alexandrou, San Jose’s own Yogi -in residence.

Exactly what is this strange practice and why is it
enjoying widening popularity? "The word Yoga
means ’union,’ "according to Yogi Alexandrou. "It is
a spiritual union, the binding together of the Jiva
Atman, or self, with the Atman, or the underlying
Reality, which is God," he added. Swami Vishnudevananda, a well-known Yoga teacher, explains it
another way:
Yoga is a science by which an individual
approaches truth. The aim of all Yoga practice
is to achieve truth wherein the individual soul

identifies itself with the supreme soul, or
God.... When man realizes truth and/or his
real nature, he will discover that he is immortal.
He will be free from death, pain, sorrow, old
age, disease and rebirth.
To achieve this state, Vishnudevananda teaches,
the student must live a life of service, devotion and
morality.
Adepts, as Yoga students are called, utilize four
Yogic forms: Karma Yoga (the path of action),

2

70,f04
Bhakthi Yoga (the path of devotion), Raja Yoga (the
science of mental control), and Gyana Yoga (the path
of knowledge).
Karma Yoga removes impurities of the mind such
as selfishness and egoism and develops generosity. It
is the practice of actions which, at the adept’s stage
of development, seem to be right, and the dedication
of them to God.
Bhakthi Yoga is the practice of ritual worship and
prayer. It develops love of God. Members of most of
the world’s religions are considered Bhakthi Yogis.
Raja Yoga stresses meditation. It is said to steady
the mind and make it one -pointed.
Gyana Yoga removes ignorance. It helps to
develop will and reason and brings knowledge of self.
In the Experimental College classes Yogi
Alexandrou teaches Raja Yoga and a subdivision
called Hatha Yoga which utilizes exercises lasanas),
deep relaxation, breath control (pranayama), cleansing processes (kriyas), and mental concentration. Also
practiced is Mantra Yoga, the repetition of certain

holy names or syllables, and Kundalini Yoga, the
induction of spiritual energy up the spine to arouse
higher levels of consciousness.
Yogi Alexandrou’s classes are held on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings at his home, Christananda Ashram,
70 Hawthorne Way. The sessions are usually attended
.by 20-25 students.
A typical class meeting will begin with one-half
hour of meditation, the students sitting immobile in
the cross-legged lotus posture in a darkened room.
Then follows instruction in the Hatha Yoga exercises,
or asanas. Yogic writings claim there are 840,000 of
these positions, 84 of which are considered basic. The
list reads like a zoo roster the fish, the eagle, the
crow, the lion. The exercises are designed to stretch,
strengthen and tone the muscles and ligaments of the
entire body, aid circulation and strengthen the
internal organs. Yogi Alexandrou leads the students
in the postures, checking to be sure they are done
correctly.
Following the exercises students practice Yogic
breathing, or pranayama. It is said this practice leads
to control of the mind and the nervous system. It is
done by mastering diaphragmatic breathing, using the
diaphragm to expand the abdomen when inhaling,
contracting the abdomen when exhaling. Students
inhale through one nostril, hold the breath for a

specified count, then exhale through the other
nostril. The process is repeated alternately for a set
number of repetions.
The chanting of mantras is another facet of Yoga
taught by Alexandrou. It is the repetition of certain
syllables which are designed to change the climate of
the mind. The principle chant is OM, a universal
ancient name for God. Just as the repetition of any
word will color the mood in terms of the thought
associations connected with it, repeating the syllable
OM will fix the mind on God.
Interspersed with the various Yogic practices
described are reading from a book titled How to
Know God. It is a collection of Yogic aphorisms by
an ancient teacher named Patanjali. Little is known of
this man and the age of the aphorisms is estimated as
anywhere from the fourth century B.C. to the fourth
century A.D. The aphorisms are teachings and
explanations of the various forms of Yoga and Yogic
practices designed to enlighten the student.
Taken as a whole, the many facets of yoga
constitute a well -ordered, scientific method for
transcending individual awareness and identifying the
self with the universal self, which is God. It is not
occult mysticism but a tangible method which has
been used by countless individuals since pre-Christian
times.

goo, duotoev
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In a recent poll taken on the SJS campus, 97 per
cent of the co-eds said they think birth control
information and counseling should be available at the
Health Center.
During the same week as "Survival Faire," 100
co-eds at most of the major congregating areas around
the college campus were also asked their opinions on
birth control pills.
Comments regarding the pill were varied. One
co-ed said that she "has never considered or ever will
consider using them," and another said, "Unwanted
pregnancy, unwanted children, illegal abortion --these are far more dangerous than the pill."

By JANICE DITTRICH

Statistics showed that 25 per cent of the single
co-eds questioned admitted taking the pill at some
time for contraception or medical reasons. Thirteen
out of eighteen married co-ed students are taking or
have taken the birth control pill.
Combining those who have taken the pill with
those who think they will take the pill at some time,
the total number of those questioned using the pill
will be nearly 70 per cent.
Of the 38 per cent who said they have taken birth
control pills, 55 per cent said they have had side
effects from them. Some of the comments on side
effects were: "Nothing alarming, just water retention
Nothing serious, except depression I get a rash
on my hands and arms. Also I get depressed and cry
quite a bit and back pain, tiredness, and nausea."
One student’s comment: "I’m more concerned about
the side effects of not taking the pill."
Of the 62 per cent who said they have never taken
birth control pills, half of them thought they would
take them at some time. One student thinks, "I’m
sure whatever side effects present in the pill can be
eliminated with further research." Another woman
said, "I would possibly take them if they are
positively proven to cause no ill effects. I am still
leery of them because we don’t know enough about
them."

ilsev.sPs
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The co-eds were asked if the recent reports about
birth control pills have changed their attitude about
the pill. Thirty-one per cent said yes, 62 per cent no,
and 7 per cent didn’t know. A few students said they
would like to see more research done on birth control
pills, yet one co-ed said, "Several doctors I’ve talked
to think that b. c. pills are the best invention since
penicillin." One of those questioned thought, "There
are too many varying reports and no one seems to be
really sure about the pill mainly because no other
drug has ever been administered quite like the pill."
Further comments by the students seemed to
stress the need for information and counseling for
SJS students. A student said she definitely is "for
opening up a Planned Parenthood on campus."
Another co-ed went further and said, "Most of the
patients at Planned Parenthood are SJS students. The
clinic on campus would ease the pressure at Planned
Parenthood."
"It now becomes the job of society to supply the
necessary information and birth control methods,"
one co-ed said. "Birth control should be made
available to all in any form possible."

deezev
zeduerd
1. Do you think birth control information and
counseling should be available at the Health
Center?
yes 97%
no 3%

3. Have you ever taken birth control pills for
contraception or medical reasons?
yes 38%
no 62%
If yes, have you ever had any side effects from
them?
yes 55%
no 45%
If your answer to the first part of question 3 is no,
do you think you will ever take birth control pills?
yes 50%
no 35%
15%, didn’t know
4. Are you single or married?
S 82%
M 18%

SUPPLEMENT TO SPARTAN DAILY
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2. Have the recent reports about birth control pills
changed your attitude about birth control pills so
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yes 31%
no 62%
7%, didn’t know
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PAT MILLER

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
By GARY O’SHANESY
Pat Miller is the director of Planned Parenthood at
28 N. 16th Street in San Jose. Born in Southern
Indiana, Pat grew up in poverty conditions she says
"were so deplorable, few people I encounter can
imagine what it was like."
These conditions, Pat admits, have everything to
do with her involvement in Planned Parenthood.
"The only way people will get out of poverty is by
controlling their fertility," she told NOW. Her father
was one of 13 children, eleven grew to adulthood.
Her mother, a half Cherokee Indian, was one of six
children. Both parents quit school in the 8th grade.
Her father was a sharecropper and sometime steel
construction worker. "When it comes to poverty, I
know what I am talking about," Pat commented.
A graduate of Stanford with a master’s degree, Pat
also fulfilled the requirements for a PhD. She directs
wer 200 volunteers and three full time people at the
under -staffed Planned Parenthood headquarters.
A dedicated person, Pat travels throughout Santa
Clara County, giving method lectures on contraception and discussing Planned Parenthood to women’s
groups, colleges and universities, high schools and
anyone who wants to listen.

of a medical staff. This is necessary if we want to get
birth control into some of the rural areas.
NOW: Does Planned Parenthood get governmental
assistance?
MRS. MILLER: A number of Planned Parenthood
Operations do have federal grants. We are in the
process of applying for one now in this county. Many
peoole don’t realize that this county is really a
poverty stricken county. There are two census tracts
in the heart of San Jose in which 65% of the
households have less than $4,000 annual income. You
cannot support a family on this amount especially in
an area where housing is expensive. The welfare
person doesn’t have enough money to provide for
their needs, either. The government is now putting
money in to provide these people with family
planning because the only way most of these people
will get out of poverty is by controlling their fertility.
NOW: Has Planned Parenthood helped many students?
MRS. MILLER: Yes. Our philosophy is we will
provide contraception to any person in need of it
who does not have the service available elsewhere. We
say, ’not available elsewhere’ for the reason that we
never have much money and we like to focus our
attention on groups who really need what we have to
offer and who can’t get it anywhere else. This means
that people on Medi-Cal can go to a private doctor
and get their care payed for on a Medi-Cal card. So
we have no reason to concentrate on people on
welfare because they have now available a private
doctor. The low income person we welcome, along
with the unmarried girl.
NOW: How does a doctor decide to help a person or
not?
MRS. MILLER: A doctor in his private office sets
his own standards. Some won’t prescribe contraception to Catholics or just won’t prescribe contraception, period. Others will prescribe to married
women, unmarried women over 21 or married women
over 18. But kids today are starting sexual activity a
lot younger. We’ve had pregnant 14 -year -old girls and
15-year -old girls in to get counseling for an abortion.
We try to help those who are sexually active and
risking pregnancy no matter the age.

NOW: How was planned parenthood founded?
MRS. MILLER: Planned parenthood was founded
about 50 years ago by Margaret Sanger. When she
started the crusade to bring birthcontrol to the
American woman, anything relating to birth control
was classed as obscene, pornographic literature. The
Comstock Laws had been pushed through in the 19th
century so that there was nothing available even in
the medical books on contraception. Margaret Sanger
had one goal in mind - to bring birth control to the
American woman and went to jail eight times trying
to accomplish it. She died in 1966 still disatisfied.
NOW: What kind of organization is Planned Parenthood?
MRS. MILLER: Planned Parenthood is an international organization with branches in over 100 countries throughout the World. In this country there are
about 180 affiliates. Not all affiliates operate clinics
as we do here. Some are only educational affiliates.
Some, in rural areas, are always maintained just as
provisional affiliates because they don’t have enough

NOW: What are the laws regarding minors?
MRS. MILLER: The law, which changed because
of all the kids who needed medical attention in

Haight Ashbury, said that a person under 21 had to
have parental consent before a doctor could treat
them. Now, any person over 12 who is suspected of a
communicable disease or venereal disease can seek
treatment without parental consent. If a child is 15
years of age and living away from home and seeks
medical care such as contraceptives, x-ray, etc., she
can get medical care without parental consent. The
most interesting is the abortion law, it says a girl is
emancipated whatever her age if she is pregnant so
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she can seek her own medical attention without
parental consent. Put all these laws together and this
means, we are in a bind as to who we can provide
contraception for without parental consent but we
can get an abortion for any girl without her parents
knowing anything about it.
NOW: How does the California Abortion Law apply?
MRS. MILLER; The California Abortion Law says
it is permitted if the pregnancy resulted from rape or
incest or if continuation of the pregnancy would
gravely impair the physical or mental health of the
mother. The biggest problem of this law is that it is
interpreted in many different ways. What constitutes
impairment to mental health? In this area it is very
easy for a woman to get an abortion. We have
referred 175 women at least for abortion since the
end of September and everyone was approved.
Psychiatrists in this area believe that to force any
woman to have a child she doesn’t want does damage
to her mental health. Even so, the decision is still left
up to the hospital abortion committees. The Beilenson Act, passed in November of 1967 requires any
hospital doing abortions must have an abortion

committee that reviews each application. Many committees, like in this area, simply pass every application. But in Los Angeles the committees require the
woman to have had previous psychiatric problems
before they will approve the abortion. This means
that the present pregnancy can never be the final
breaking point for a woman; she has had to have
broken before in order to get help.
NOW: If a girl comes to you for an abortion can you
help her?
MRS. MILLER: Yes! We have a counseling service
that started last September because of the number of
calls we were getting here at the office from people
who were pregnant and didn’t want to be. All sorts of
people called. Some were married and already had all
the children they wanted, some were grandmothers
who didn’t want to start in again, and some were
teenagers. We decided there was something we could
do for these women and started out by sending letters
to every Gynecologist and Psychiatrist in the county
asking them to be on our referral lists for abortions.
We got a very encouraging response from many
Gynecologists and Psychiatrists who would accept
referrals. We have in charge of the program a Palo
Alto Psychiatrist, Dr. Lila Kramer, who trained a
group of people who were doing counseling in other
fields like psychiatric nurses, ministers, psychologists,
etc., these people were trained in a four week period
to do just counseling of women who had pregnancies
of this kind. The counselors go over the alternatives a
woman has: get married, adoption, raise the child
alone or abortion. The woman decides what she
wants to do and the counselor decides what assistance
she needs. If she is in high school, for instance, how
can she finish her education while pregnant. If she
wants an abortion she needs to know how to go
about getting it. The counselor supplies all this
information. Most of the women, 95% to 99%, come
to us for abortion. Every application submitted has
been approved.
NOW: What does Planned Parenthood propose for
liberalization of the Abortion laws?
MRS. MILLER: We would like abortion handled
as any other surgical procedure and subject to the

same laws as any other surgical procedure simply
requiring a qualified physician to do the operation.
This is only right. A woman not only has the right to
control her own destiny, but also has the right to seek
the very best medical care. An abortion under the
direction of a qualified physician during the first 12
weeks of pregnancy, is safer than a childbirth or a
tonsillectomy. The death rate from a tonsillectomy is
16 times higher than abortion under the proper
circumstances.
NOW: Is the operation very hard?
MRS. MILLER: One operation is the same operation that is used to follow a miscarriage where the
woman gets a D & C the cervix is dialated and
material inside is removed with a curette. It is a very
simple thing and doesn’t take much time to do it.
Another method, vacuum aspiration, is used now and
is even safer. It was developed in Czechoslavakia, in
1964. The first year it was used there were 140,000
operations done without a single death.
NOW: Why haven’t the California Abortion Laws
been liberalized?
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MRS. MILLER: There was a poll done in the state
of California in April of last year which showed that
15% of the population of the State on a random
sample were in favor of letting a woman get an
abortion for any reason she might want. The people
are not in favor of abortion. We get so concerned
about the population issue but there is no 100% sure
method of birth control except sterilization and its
harder to get sterilized than get an abortion. This gets
back to the role of women. We say to have only two
children, but what do you do with the rest of their
lives. Women are not welcomed on the labor market
or graduate school. Society doesn’t provide any other
form of emotional gratification other than childbearing. Laws are written by men and interpreted by
men. Women are not adequately represented anywhere in the law making process. To make matters
worse, not long ago, William Ober did a study of
hospital abortion committees and not a single one
had a woman on it. Until a woman can control her
own destiny and her own fertility, she is not going to
be welcomed on the labor market. The population
problem is not going to be solved until abortion is
readily available to women partly from the standpoint of providing them with the opportunity for
emotional gratification outside of childbearing.

NOW: What exactly does Planned Parenthood do for
the person that comes to them?
MRS. MILLER: We prescribe in the clinic all
medically accepted forms of birth control. There are
many ways to prevent conception: the condom, the
foams, the creams, the jellies, the diaphragm, the IUD
and the pill. We also insert IUDs and fit diaphragms.
When the person comes, she hears either a nurse or
someone well trained in discussing contraception
lecture, or has a private rap session, however the
person wants to handle it, on all methods of
contraception. The lecturer will discuss how each
works, how effective each is, and why a man or
woman would want one or not. Then she fills out a
questionaire and a medical history is taken so that
nothing in her medical history will contraindicate
prescribing the pill. There are a number of reasons
why a woman will not be given the pill: if she has a
history of blood clotting, has serious migrane headaches, is seriously asmatic or for certain liver and
kidney diseases. Then she sees the doctor and in
consultation with the doctor decides which method
she wants to use. If it is all right then the doctor
prescribes the method
NOW: How do you feel about the recent medical
upset over the pill?
MRS. MILLER: All the things that came out of
that were things we already knew, things we were
already telling the girls about. They say there is a
greater risk of blood clotting when taking the pill but
weigh that against deaths from the pill, which are
three per 100,000 and deaths from childbirth, which
are 24 per 100,000. There is no evidence at this
moment that the pill causes cancer. We know that the
pill will progress cancer more rapidly in a woman who

already has cancer. We know, also, that for some
women on the pill there are changes in the cells ii, the
cervical area that resemble a pre-cancerous condition.
We don’t know if this will develope into cancer or
not. Many women have had this same pre -cancerous
cell for years without it developing into cancer. This
same kind of cell has been found in infants. The dogs
that were tested were given massive doses of estrogen.
Well, you give anyone a massive dose of any drug and
you have unusual circumstances. Now all things that
produce cancer in man produces cancer in animals
but the converse of this has not been proven true.
NOW: How is the cost determined?
MRS. MILLER: We have a maximum fee of S20
and work down from that. We don’t refuse service to
anyone because they can’t pay.
NOW: Would you delve into your experiences with
poverty?
MRS. MILLER: A pregnant vvoman came to us
with three children (three, two and an infant). She
was 18 years old and wanted an abortion. She was
pregnant because the family’s car broke down and she
had no way to get to the clinic for her supply of pills
so she went without pills for one month.
were able to help her. Her husband made S/U a week.
To make this statement that welfare should pay fur
only two children and not for anymore, sounds good
like, ok, these people will quit haying these children
that we middle class people will have to support, but
the truth of the matter is there would be thousands,
hundreds of thousands of children that would die
each year of starvation if we passed such a law like
this. Studies have shown that poor people want fewer
children than middle class people and that poor black
people want fewer children than poor white people.
Middle class people feel that poor people have more
children to get more welfare money. In 1953, a
woman with five children got $297.00 a month.
Twenty years later with all the inflation that occurred, a woman with five children gets $300.00 a
month. That has to pay for everything except their
medical bills. These people can’t live on that. What
happens is the woman, from lack of diet, doesn’t have
adequate protein when she is pregnant and doesn’t
have adequiLe protein to feed their babies when they
are small. So these kids have a much higher rate of
mental retardation which is not a genetically caused
retardation. It is caused by lack of protein in the diet.
We are causing increased poverty because these
women bear these children they can’t help bear
anyway because good methods of contraception were
not available to them. They practice withdrawal 40% failure rate. They try to practice the rhythm
method - 35% failure rate. They just can’t help
having the kids they have. When these kids grow up,
they cannot be educated into good jobs because no
matter what, nothing can be done about protein
deficiency of mental retardation. If they didn’t have
the protein at very early ages, its an irreversable
process. So the poverty cycle is extended to include
more people. In this county, now, only 8% of the
medically indigent women in the child bearing years
have access to birth control. A welfare report put out
in October of last year showed that 30% of all people
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then in the California Penal Institutes had been raised
in families on welfare. The people that are filling our
jails and prison, ’,re the unwanted kids. Last year
there were littk over 700,000 children being reared
on AFDC funds - aid to families with dependent
children. The likelihood of a greater number of these
kids ending up in penal institutes is very great. Its just
something that perpetuates itself. Middle class people
just don’t know what its like for a girl to grow up in
poverty. We all know that poor girls, teenagers, have a
higher rate of illegitimacy than do their better off
sisters. Their homes and clothes they are embarrassed
about. They don’t have money to go to recreation
facilities used by kids with money. But these girls
have the same desire to date the top notch boys in
class as do the better -off girls, but they have no other
way of competing except one - their bodies. This
ends up in pregnancy
This begins the girl on a
downward spiral from which there is almost no
retrieving her. One illegitimate child and the wrath of
God is brought down on her. Her self concept has
been battered down so badly that she begins acting
out the behavior. The world says she is bad so she
becomes bad and has another illegitimate child.
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The point that some Brisith boys have done to
American Blues what few American could for American Blues is quite evident in John MayaII’s album,
THE TURNING POINT. Minus a drummer and the
usual heavy lead guitar needed for blues, the band
picks up a new sound unknown to the blues groups of
today. Recorded at Bill Graham’s Fillmore East, in
New York City, last July, the band gently flows
between one musician playing to the whole band
chiming in and building to a climax of unusual sound.
The range of their sounds and moods is staggering.
"ROOM TO MOVE" is an especially exciting piece
exploring ’a musician’s need for personal freedom to
love without entaglement.’ The album proved to be a
successful experiment.
- G.O.
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Zabriskie Point, Italian director Michelangelo
Antonioni’s first American film, is as puzzling and
sometimes boring as it is splendidly beautiful in its
color photography.
Amid its ambiguities, we can only suppose that
through his focusing on the directionless activities of
a young man (Mark Frechette) and woman (Dana
Halpin, a former Berkeley student) who meet in the
desert, fall in love and then part, he is commenting on
the lack of ambition in American youth. His use of
Los Angeles as the symbol of American decadence,
however, is more obvious. He leadenly presents
billboards, slums, and smog to underscore this.
The film’s biggest question mark surrounds the
preoccupation with the desert, which he lovingly
explores and employs as the setting of the obligatory
nude scene. Granted, Death Valley is the lowest point
in the U.S., but it is barren and empty. Is this the
depth to which youth has fallen? Or is it the only
sterile place in which man can seek refuge?
The failure of the dialogue, which is mouthed
vacously by the two completely inept stars must be
blamed on Antonioni, who is given credit as head
writer. It is obvious that his knowledge of America
and her ways is wholly insufficient to the needs of so
ambitious a picture.
Because the director’s other English-speaking film,
Blow-up, successfully captured the essence of the
mod scene, it is hard to fathom what went wrong
with his current effort.
The opening scene of Zabriskie Point, in which an
aroused group of collegians discuss a possible student
strike, unfortunately establishes an intense tone that
the film is almost never to reach. Also, superimposed
on this are credits for a musical score that is
unnoticeable once the movie gets underway. Promises
of the Rolling Stones, Grateful Dead and Pink Floyd
are all but forgotten by film’s end.
Recognizable in the scene are the unmistakable
Kathleen Cleaver and Wendy Schlesinger, a tiny
blonde of the Berkeley periphery. Suddenly, Mark
arises amid the rambling rhetoric and announces that
he is willing to die, but not of boredom. He
subsequently acquires a gun, apparently kills a policeman in a campus riot, steals a private plane and
escapes to the desert.
The campus scenes are a curious mixture of
U.S.C., the San Francisco State riots and probably
San Fernando Valley State, where the policeman was
shot. It may be remembered that Antonioni wanted
to do some filming at San Jose State, but was
prevented from doing so by a labor dispute during
our own strike last year. Perhaps it is just as well.
Dana’s trek to Death Valley, indeed her very role,
are perhaps the vaguest elements of the movie. We
must assume that in working for a large advertising
concern, she has come to enjoy more than a working
relationship with Rod Taylor who is diligently
engaged in finalizing some ad account.
Anyway, she leaves for a drive to the desert, bent
on finding a town in which she can meditate. There
she meets Mark, who introduces himself by making
several low passes over her car. Predictably, they are
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soon embracing in the sand dunes, surrounded by
numerous other couples whose appearances and
disappearances are unexplained.
After escaping detection of a highway patrolman,
Mark decides to return the airplane. His resulting
death upon return to the airport is undoubtedly
A n ton ioni’s statement on the trigger-happy
tendencies of the police.
Dana, meanwhile, en route to Taylor’s magnificent
desert home, hears on the car radio that Mark is shot
to death. On arriving, she discovers she cannot cope
(with affluence or its symbols?).
Incredibly, she walks some distance from the
house and imagines it blowing up. Then twelve more
times for good measure. Then the lesser symbols, one
by one. Clothes. Pow! Garden furniture. Kerblam!
Television ... food....
- F .D.
Take that, America.

The Teachings of Don Juan: A Yaqui Way of
Knowledge is the account of a strange spiritual
journey - not a Christian pilgrimage to be sure - but
a weirdly beautiful account of a young graduate
student’s improbable apprenticeship to a Yaqui Indian brujo, or sorcerer.
Author Carlos Castaneda was an anthropology
student at UCLA when he first met Don Juan while
conducting a survey on medicinal use of herbs in
southern Arizona in 1960. He became friendly with
the old Indian, who finally chose him as inheritor of
certain knowledge he claimed to possess.
With this Castaneda began a five-year religious
apprenticeship which Don Juan said would enable
him to become a "man of knowledge." Becoming
such a man, Don Juan taught, was an unceasing
process of strenuous labor and learning. "A man of
knowledge has unbending intent, clarity of mind and
is a warrior," Don Juan asserted.
Castaneda soon learned that the means of achieving this state was through the use of certain hallucinogenic substances - the peyote cactus, datura root,
jimson weed and the psilocybin mushroom. The
author’s subsequent descriptions of his experiences
and Don Juan’s interpretations of them are fascinating. Castaneda describes one of his encounters with
peyote:
"I raised my head slightly and saw a
medium -size black dog approaching. The dog
began to drink my water. I raised my hand to
push him away; I focused my pinpoint vision
on the dog to carry out the movement, and
suddenly I saw him become transparent.
"The water was a shiny, viscous liquid. I saw
it going down the dog’s throat into his body. I
saw it flowing evenly through his entire length
and then shooting out through each one of the
hairs. I saw the iridescent fluid traveling along
the length of each individual hair and ther
projecting out of the hairs to form a long,
white, silky mane."
Another time Don Juan told Castaneda he would
introduce him to his "ally." This, he explained, was
an aid which takes a man beyond the boundaries of
himself and gives him power. Don Juan’s ally was
humito, the little smoke, a smoking mixture whose
principal ingredient was Psilocybe mexicana, the
famous Mexican magic mushroom. Don Juan said he
favored hernito because it was dispassionate, predictable, gentle and beneficial to the character of its
followers.
In December of 1964 Don Juan began gathering
ingredients for the "little smoke" and instructing
Castaneda in its use. The process was highly ritualized, requiring careful grinding of the mushiooms
and mixing with the other ingredients. The smoking
was done in a sacred clay pipe Don Juan treated
almost as a god.
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By LES SILVER

Barracks 14 It is a crowded room in which the
chairs are arranged helter skelter, here and there in no
definite pattern. I sit and watch ... people begin to
filter in and out, processed not as machines but as
people. A finger-painting holds a prominent place on
the west wall; it depicts a little boy, blue letters
John."
proclaim his message "Hi! I Love You
The room is full but not crowded. There are four
desks, two tables, four soft inviting lounge chairs and
a sofa. (You get the definite idea that these people
want you to sit down, relax, stay, and talk.) In one
corner stand the files. They are the apex; without
them all this other is superficial. The room completes
itself with a book rack in which may lie the answer:
Super Joe, Charly, How to be Accepted by the
College of Your Choice, Tuned Out, and, finally,
Care!
What is this room? Who are these people? What is
this all about?
This office, Barracks 14, is the hub and birthplace
of the nation’s largest and most successful experiOperation
mental educational program. Its name
Share. Its game people who care about caring.
These people are students, teachers, counselors,
priests, psychologists, social workers, parents. All are
members of the concerned community.
And what is it all about, this thing called Operation Share? About 3,000 students from six colleges
and 11 high schools care enough to extend their
hands and help 3,000 kids who desperately need this
individual attention.
How did it all happen and why did it happen?
In the early spring of 1967 Gil Solano, who was at
that time Director of Community Relations for EOC,
received a phone call from a worried parent. After a
short conversation it was apparent that her child
Johnny was doing very poorly in school; he was
bright and attempted to learn. Everything his teacher
and his mother tried, failed.
His mother had an idea. Would it be possible, she
asked, to get a student from the college to help her
little Johnny? The germ was planted. Gil Solano
began phase one. Before he would finish, three years
would pass. The entire county, state, and country
would become involved, and many miracles would be
worked during these three years.
The mother who phoned Gil mentioned 15 other
parents who also showed interest in a plan to provide
extra scholastic aid for their children. With this
rudimentary knowledge, Gil approached the Home
Economics class and asked for volunteers. He got
them. At the end of the year 35 girls were working
with Gil as student tutors.
Under Gil’s watchful eye, the germ took root,
growing slowly and carefully. From its infantile
conception with 35 tutors, the program exploded,
The county of Santa Clara stepped in and the
program became Operation Share under experimental
education Title Ill, ESEA. Under this plan the state
partially funded the program as an experiment in
education. Two years of application were allowed.
Then the program organizers had one year to sum up
the results and report to the state. If the experiment
shows concrete results then it is allowed to continue
and may be implemented into the entire state
educational system. This is "Year Three" for Opera.
lion Share. This is the critical year of decision!

How do things look during "Year three"?
According to the co-ordinator of the program at San
Jose State, Tim Collins, things look great. With over
900 student tutors at SJS and over 3,000 student
tutors registered, the entire program must be regarded
as a success. And there is a rumor being circulated
that this is just the beginning. It is rumored that at
least seven other California counties are taking a long,
hard, and concentrated look at Santa Clara’s Operation Share. Much is yet to come.
What does it take to be a tutor in Operation
Share? "You must be concerned and you must care,"
said Tim Collins. "Often teachers and parents show a
negative view to a student who cannot cope. It is the
tutor’s job to break down any walls, to show a
positive viewpoint, to constantly reinforce the
student as a person.
"Our school system is too general and too
impersonal; it just doesn’t reach those kids. They
need a concerned human being as listener, friend, and
helper, not impersonality," said Gary Joseph, a
student at San Jose State.
It takes a lot of dedicated people working together
to make the program tick. Tim Collins knows what
dedication is. It may well be his middle name,
working seven days a week, 12 hours a day; he spends
an average of four hours consulting with tutors, two
more hours on the phone and visiting schools, three
hours on paper work, and another three hours
keeping things running smoothly. Besides his regular
day, Tim also must find time to prepare for two
lecture sessions.
These lecture sessions were begun last semester
when the college decided to extend credit units for
students involved in the program. Students can now
apply for either three units, in which case the student
must attend one lecture session per week and spend
at least two hours a week tutoring. Or else, the
student may option for a one unit course, in which
case the student must spend at least two hours a week
tutoring but need not attend the lecture.
And so semester two of "Year Three" rolls away.
More students become involved. More kids benefit.
More miracles happen. More caring and more sharing
- that is what it is all about, this thing called
"Operation Share"i

Castaneda smoked the mushroom mixture on
March 28, 1965. Afterwards, he descri;)ed his experience:
"I remembered an instant in which I was
motionless, looking at a mass of sharp, dark
edges set in an area that had a dull, painful
light; next I saw a field with an infinite variety
of lights. The lights moved and flickered and
changed their luminosity. They were almost
like colors. Their intensity dazzled me. The last
scene I remembered was three silvery birds.
They radiated a shiny, metallic light, almost
like stainless steel, but intense and moving and
alive. I liked them. We flew together."
Castaneda has written a beautiful, fascinating book
which presents the psychedelic experience in a
dramatic new spiritual and psychological context. For
those not familiar with the hallucinogenic drugs, it
will be entertaining. For those who are, it will be
illuminating.
V.C.
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is the garlic factory?
For a start, would you believe a gal disc jockey
who’ll play requests? Then we have live bands,
beer, and maybe even Garlic -pickles for your
enjoyment.
And girls, you are FREE lof cover charge, that is)
if you make the scene on Thurs., Fri., or Sat.,
before 9 p.m.
Guys, please FEEL free to drop in any time 7
nights a week.

ghe niced Alace
/my /oda
ihe nked,4et/de

1001 So. 1st

289-8429
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8TAT OF FLUX
By BONNIE GREENWELL
Classes are meeting in boats, offices, halls, dorms,
homes, apartments, lawns, and occasionally in class
rooms. Students are planning their own programs,
making their own assignments, setting academic and
admissions requirements, hiring their own porfessors,
and some are even teaching their own classes. This is
New College, where a profusion of exciting aggressive
ideas about education and an incredible rapport
between students and faculty are making college
relevant to 240 students.

The students do not allow required lower division
seminars to get dull. They have made up their own
study lists and reading requirements (25 books in
freshman seminars) and they agree by contract to
produce some evidence of what they have learned
during the semester. This may be in the form of one
or several papers, a journal, a film or photographic
essay or any other method that student and professor
deem valid. If a class lecture is boring, the students
are free to tell the professor so, and he goodnaturedly asks for help in improving the course.

"I feel like I’m participating in the planning of my
education as well as getting an education here," says
Peter Hilton, an amiable, red -bearded ex-G.I. who
gave up 38 regular college credits to enter New
College as a freshman this Fall. "I am not meeting the
teachers’ expectations as much as meeting my own
expectations. If you really have academic interests at
heart and you work hard enough the students and
faculty here will back you all the way. The faculty is
always available and willing to sit down and talk with
you about any kind of problem. We even have their
home phone numbers."

One of the problems that has faced New College
since it was founded two years ago is lack of space.
At first classes were held at Allen Hall and most
students lived there. "We found that half of our 190
students didn’t like living in a dormitory," says Or.
Harold DeBey, a former science professor who is now
Provost of New College. "Now most of them are
scattered around the campus in houses and apartments. We had thought living in the dorm would
create a greater sense of community but the move
doesn’t seem to have affected it." New College is
officially housed in a modern second -floor suite of
offices on East Williams Street but classes are held in
the old college union, the health and education
buildings, the lounge at Allen Hall, in private homes
and wherever else is convenient. Frequently students
gather in the busy one-room, reception hall -library administration center-lounge that is the hub of the
Williams St. administration building. Here they pick
up mail, read bulletin boards, meet with friends and
professors and visit with Joan Schogren, the bubbly
secretary and den -mother who keeps the facility
operating an average of 12 hours a day. Joan, who
holds a chemistry degree and was a secretary in the
chemistry department before moving to New College
with DeBey, runs the office with the help of students,
organizes the confusion of contracts and schedules
and lends a willing ear and helping hand to whomever
walks in the door. She is also team teaching a
freshman chemistry class this semester.

Availability and flexibility are two keys to the
New College program, where classes are offered in
almost any subject the student requests. During the
first two years the student attends lectures and
seminars to fulfill his general education requirements
and may take additional special interest classes.
Upper division students concentrate on individual or
small group projects which cover many diverse
interests. Examples are research in the problems of
minority children in local schools, working with
emotionally disturbed children at Zonta’s Children
Center, an economic study of the Filmore District
with emphasis on Black -owned businesses, study of
the relevance of reincarnation in the modern world
and studies of yoga, law, housing problems, anthropology, child psychology and ecology.
Jim Walton plans to homestead a sheep ranch in
Canada. His curriculum has included working on
projects with the agricultural department, learning all
the diseases of sheep, and doing extensive library
research on sheep-raising and living conditions in
Canada. He and his wife spent the Christmas holidays
making snow shoes for their trip. Jim is an artist who
has met the departmental requirements for a degree
as an art major, but hasn’t completed his g.e.
requirements. He probably won’t earn a degree.
A team of three students, Linda Peterson, Randy
Pearson and Steve Rosenholtz, has been working for
two years in elementary schools, tutoring, creating
learning-centers in classrooms, and working in the
school yard to observe and change aggressive or
hostile behaviour in children. They recently visited
Harvard and applied for a three-year doctorate
program in a new area called "Education and Social
Policy." They returned very encouraged, and are
awaiting an acceptance phone call from an enthusiastic professor there.
Even larger group classes have a special
uniqueness in New College. Dr. Frederick Feied
offered a sail -around photographic survey of San
Francisco Bay as an ecology study. No one knew how
to handle a boat or a camera so his course content
was expanded to include lessons in sailing, reading
charts, predicting tides and taking pictures.

Everyone does everything at New College. There is
no clear line of division between faculty (who are
always addressed by their first names) and students.

The only authoritarian rule is that no important
decision may be made at a meeting unless there are
more students than faculty present. This includes the
faculty selection and student selection committees,
tile weekly town -hall meetings and grade level meetings when course requirements are determined. "Once
there were too many faculty members at a selection
committee meeting so one left," laughs DeBey. "Of
course, this doesn’t mean we are abdicating our
rights. We argue tooth and nail for what we want just
like anyone else."
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One of the current debates concerns methods of
selecting new students. They have previously been
judged on written statements of why they wanted to
be in the college, three letters or recommendation
and personal interviews. "The students felt very
uncomfortable about the interviews," DeBey comments. "They felt they were grilling the applicants
and that this wasn’t what New College wanted to
represent." Now students are discussing a lottery
system as opposed to the letters, which some claim
"are all alike anyway." They are looking for some
reasonable criteria to use in selection.
"Learning how to work with people in class and in
group meetings is one of the greatest experiences of
New College," Peter claims. "You don’t get that in
regular classes." He added that he sometimes feels
more rigid rules are dictated by his peers than by the
faculty.
A major goal of New College is to bring about
student involvement in the community and "build
good citizens," says DeBey. All are required to take
on community projects (for credit) in their upper
division years. Many participated in Survival Faire.
Others have worked with juvenile hall and the
probation department, city planning and transportation problems and in elementary schools. Some are
developing slides and movies on ecology and making
presentations to school and civic organizations.
The faculty at New College has widely diverse
interests. Even though they are only funded for 12
professors the students have managed to hire 28, 15
of whom hold Ph.D’s. All but three of the instructors
are part-time and many teach part-time in other
colleges, most of them at San Jose State. The
students claim that many of the part-time profs are
putting in full-time schedules at New College, where
everyone seems to want to teach. Additional seminars
are often prepared by students. One student who
wanted to experiment with methods of teaching the
guitar gave lessons to over 60 last semester. Upper
division students are asked to lecture on interesting
projects to the lower division classes. Additional guest
speakers give lectures at least twice a month on a
wide variety of topics. Students are also free to
attend regular classes. Graduation requirements for a
B.A. in liberal arts include a thesis and an oral
examination.
New College thrives on new ideas and welcomes
change. The concept was born out of an intuitive
feeling that colleges must offer more relevant experiences and provide a true liberal arts program to those
who want it. The professors come because of disenchantment with structured systems and excitement at
the challenge of motivating students.
"New College has been fantastic for me," says
Linda Peterson. "It’s been an opportunity for me to
continue my education the way I wanted to direct it
and it’s allowed me to work along the lines of my
interest in public school education."
Despite its growing pains as it struggles to find its
identity to find a happy correlation between what
students and faculty expect it to be, and to gain
accreditation it is operating successfully for the
students now enrolled. DeBey seems confident about
its future. "We’re always trying to do something
better. People have wonderful ideas and it’s only
when you get into a situation like this that you can
really get to know where you’re going."
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